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•Single π0 asymmetry in pp collisions at √s = 510 GeV 

• Trial and error… 

• Single neutron asymmetry in pA collisions at √s = 200 GeV 

• Ultraperipheral collisions at the LHC and RHIC 

• Photon + polarized proton scatterings 

• UPC with polarized protons 

•My thoughts on future RHICf
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Why is spin important?

the inelastic cross section used for the production rate
normalization is taken from the predefined value in
each model.
Figure 6 presents the ratios of the inclusive production

rates predicted by the hadronic interaction models listed
above to those obtained by LHCf data. Shaded areas have
been taken from the statistical and systematic uncertainties.
In Fig. 6, the denominator and the numerators, namely the
inclusive production rate for LHCf data and for the
hadronic interaction models, respectively, are properly
normalized by the inelastic cross section for each, and
thus we do not apply any other normalization to the ratios.
The inclusive production rates of π0s measured by LHCf
and the ratios of π0 production rate of MC simulation to
data are summarized in the Appendix.
In the comparisons in Figs. 5 and 6, QGSJET has good

overall agreement with LHCf data, while EPOS produces a
slightly harder distribution than the LHCf data for
pT > 0.5 GeV. These two models are based on the
parton-based Gribov-Regge approach [55,56] and are tuned
by using the present LHC data (ALICE, ATLAS, CMS, and
TOTEM) [32,34]. The prediction of SIBYLL agrees well

with the LHCf data for 8.8 < y < 9.2 and pT < 0.4 GeV,
while the absolute yield of SIBYLL is about half that of the
LHCf data for y > 9.2. The predictions of DPMJET and
PYTHIA are compatible with LHCf data for 9.0 < y < 9.8
and pT < 0.2 GeV, while for pT > 0.2 GeV they become
significantly harder than both LHCf data and the other
model predictions. Generally, the harder distributions
appearing in SIBYLL, DPMJET, and PYTHIA can be attributed
to the baryon/meson production mechanism that is used by
these models. For example, the popcorn approach [57,58]
implemented in the Lund model is known to produce hard
distributions of forward mesons [59]. Indeed, by only
changing the tuning parameters of the popcorn approach
in DPMJET, one obtains softer meson distributions and
consequently pT distributions that are compatible with
LHCf data. However, such a crude tune may bring
disagreements between the model predictions and other
experimental results, e.g., forward neutron pz and pT
distributions.
The LHCf pz distributions are shown in Fig. 7. The pz

distributions predicted by various hadronic interaction
models are also shown in Fig. 7. Figure 8 presents the

FIG. 5. LHCf pT distributions (filled circles) in pþ p collisions at
ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 7 TeV. Error bars indicate the total statistical and systematic

uncertainties. The predictions of hadronic interaction models are shown for comparison: DPMJET (solid red line), QGSJET (dashed blue
line), SIBYLL (dotted green line), EPOS (dashed-dotted magenta line), and PYTHIA (dashed-double-dotted brown line).
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the inelastic cross section used for the production rate
normalization is taken from the predefined value in
each model.
Figure 6 presents the ratios of the inclusive production

rates predicted by the hadronic interaction models listed
above to those obtained by LHCf data. Shaded areas have
been taken from the statistical and systematic uncertainties.
In Fig. 6, the denominator and the numerators, namely the
inclusive production rate for LHCf data and for the
hadronic interaction models, respectively, are properly
normalized by the inelastic cross section for each, and
thus we do not apply any other normalization to the ratios.
The inclusive production rates of π0s measured by LHCf
and the ratios of π0 production rate of MC simulation to
data are summarized in the Appendix.
In the comparisons in Figs. 5 and 6, QGSJET has good

overall agreement with LHCf data, while EPOS produces a
slightly harder distribution than the LHCf data for
pT > 0.5 GeV. These two models are based on the
parton-based Gribov-Regge approach [55,56] and are tuned
by using the present LHC data (ALICE, ATLAS, CMS, and
TOTEM) [32,34]. The prediction of SIBYLL agrees well

with the LHCf data for 8.8 < y < 9.2 and pT < 0.4 GeV,
while the absolute yield of SIBYLL is about half that of the
LHCf data for y > 9.2. The predictions of DPMJET and
PYTHIA are compatible with LHCf data for 9.0 < y < 9.8
and pT < 0.2 GeV, while for pT > 0.2 GeV they become
significantly harder than both LHCf data and the other
model predictions. Generally, the harder distributions
appearing in SIBYLL, DPMJET, and PYTHIA can be attributed
to the baryon/meson production mechanism that is used by
these models. For example, the popcorn approach [57,58]
implemented in the Lund model is known to produce hard
distributions of forward mesons [59]. Indeed, by only
changing the tuning parameters of the popcorn approach
in DPMJET, one obtains softer meson distributions and
consequently pT distributions that are compatible with
LHCf data. However, such a crude tune may bring
disagreements between the model predictions and other
experimental results, e.g., forward neutron pz and pT
distributions.
The LHCf pz distributions are shown in Fig. 7. The pz

distributions predicted by various hadronic interaction
models are also shown in Fig. 7. Figure 8 presents the

FIG. 5. LHCf pT distributions (filled circles) in pþ p collisions at
ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 7 TeV. Error bars indicate the total statistical and systematic

uncertainties. The predictions of hadronic interaction models are shown for comparison: DPMJET (solid red line), QGSJET (dashed blue
line), SIBYLL (dotted green line), EPOS (dashed-dotted magenta line), and PYTHIA (dashed-double-dotted brown line).
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approach, hpTi is calculated only in the rapidity range
where the pT distributions are available down to 0.0 GeV.
The high-pT tail that extends beyond the data (pT ≫ hpTi)
has a negligible contribution to hpTi. The final hpTi values
obtained in this analysis, denoted hpTiLHCf, have been
determined by averaging the hpTi values calculated with
the three above-described independent approaches:
Gaussian, Hagedorn, and numerical integration. The uncer-
tainty of hpTiLHCf for each rapidity bin is assigned to fully
cover the minimum and maximum hpTi values obtained by
the three approaches. The hpTiLHCf values are summarized
in Table III.
In Fig. 18, hpTi in pþ p collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 2.76 and

7 TeV and in pþ Pb collisions at
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 5.02 TeV are
presented as a function of rapidity loss Δy≡ ybeam −y,
where ybeam is the beam rapidity for each collision energy.
The shift in rapidity by ybeam allows a direct comparison to
be made between the hpTi results at different collision
energies. We see that for Δy > −1.3, hpTi at

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼

2.76 TeV (open red circles) has slightly smaller values

than at
ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 7 TeV (filled black circles), although the two

sets of data are mostly compatible at the #10% level. For
reference, the Spp̄S UA7 results for pþ p̄ collisions atffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 630 GeV [67] (open magenta squares) show a rapid

roll off of hpTi at low Δy compared to LHCf data. The
LHCf and UA7 results are particularly incompatible for
−0.3 < Δy < 0.3. The comparison of the LHCf data with
the UA7 results indicates that hpTi may depend on the
center-of-mass energy. However, in order to firmly confirm
a center-of-mass energy dependence of hpTi, we need to
have experimental data at a lower collision energy, e.g.,ffiffiffi
s

p
< 1 TeV and with a wider range of rapidity. Approved

plans are underway to obtain these data by installing the
LHCf detector at the zero-degree calorimeter location at
the relativistic heavy ion collider (Brookhaven National
Laboratory) [68]. The hpTi values obtained from pþ Pb
collisions at

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 5.02 TeV (filled blue triangles) are
consistent with those from pþ p collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 7 TeV

within the systematic uncertainties present. The predictions
from DPMJET (thick solid red line) and QGSJET (thin solid
blue line) in pþ p collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 7 TeV and pþ Pb

collisions at
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 5.02 TeV have been added to Fig. 18
for reference. The predictions at

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 2.76 TeV are

excluded in Fig. 18, since these curves mostly overlap
with those at 7 TeV. LHCf data in pþ p collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼

7 TeV are close to the predictions made by DPMJET at large
Δy (small y) and become close to those made by QGSJET at
small Δy (large y). These relations between LHCf data and
the model predictions are consistent with the pT distribu-
tions shown in Figs. 5 and 9. The prediction from DPMJET

(thick dashed red line) for pþ Pb collisions at
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼
5.02 TeV is compatible with the LHCf result for
−0.3 < Δy < 0.2, which is derived from the good

FIG. 17. LHCf pT distributions (filled black circles), the best-fit
Gaussian distributions (dotted red curve), and the best-fit Hage-
dorn functions (dashed blue curve). Left: the data for pþ p
collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 7 TeV. Right: the data for pþ Pb

collisions at
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 5.02 TeV.

TABLE III. The average π0 transverse momenta for the rapidity
range 8.8 < y < 10.6 in pþ p collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 2.76 and

7 TeV and for the rapidity range −8.8 > ylab > −10.6 in
pþ Pb collisions at

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 5.02 TeV.

hpTiLHCf (MeV)

Rapiditya pþ p 2.76 TeV pþ p 7 TeV pþ Pb 5.02 TeV

[8.8, 9.0] 103.5# 7.5 242.8# 8.6 244.5# 43.2
[9.0, 9.2] 78.5# 7.8 208.5# 6.1 223.1# 12.7
[9.2, 9.4] 76.4# 5.7 182.6# 4.3 189.9# 7.6
[9.4, 9.6] 60.3# 5.2 160.2# 3.8 173.8# 17.2
[9.6, 9.8] 50.4# 10.4 132.3# 3.4 138.1# 18.7
[9.8, 10.0] 113.9# 3.4 113.0# 6.3
[10.0, 10.2] 87.3# 3.9 112.2# 15.4
[10.2, 10.4] 67.5# 3.0 90.7# 6.7
[10.4, 10.6] 55.6# 3.1 61.0# 6.6

aThe rapidity values for pþ Pb collisions are in the detector
reference frame and must be multiplied by −1.

FIG. 18. Average pT as a function of rapidity loss
Δy ¼ ybeam −y. Open red circles and filled black circles indicate
LHCf data in pþ p collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 2.76 and 7 TeV, re-

spectively. The results of the UA7 experiment (open magenta
box) at Spp̄S (pþ p̄ collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 630 GeV) and the

predictions from DPMJET (thick lines) and QGSJET (thin lines)
are added for reference.
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agreement of this model with LHCf data at −8.8> ylab >
−10.0 and pT < 0.3 GeV. Conversely, the prediction
obtained from QGSJET (thin dashed blue line) is smaller
than LHCf data for Δy > −0.5 and approaches the LHCf
results on decreasing Δy. This tendency was already found
in Fig. 13; the prediction from QGSJET shows an overall
agreement with LHCf pT distributions at ylab < −9.8.

B. Limiting fragmentation

The hypothesis of limiting fragmentation [12–14] asserts
that the number of fragments of a colliding hadron will
follow a limiting rapidity distribution in the rest frame of
the target hadron. In this case, the rapidity distribution of
the secondary particles in the forward-rapidity region
would be independent of the center-of-mass energy. In
this paper, a test of the limiting fragmentation hypothesis is
performed by using LHCf data in pþ p collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼

2.76 and 7 TeV.
The normalized rapidity distribution of π0s,

ð1=σinelÞðdσ=dyÞ, in this analysis can be obtained by using
very similar methods that were used for the derivation of
the average pT in Sec. VII A.
The first method uses the fit of an empirical distribution

to the LHCf pT distributions in Figs. 5 and 9 in each
rapidity range. As we discussed in Sec. VII A, two
distributions are chosen to parametrize the pT distributions:
a Gaussian distribution and a Hagedorn function. The
rapidity distribution is derived by integrating the best-fit
Gaussian distribution and Hagedorn function along the pT
axis from 0.0 GeV to infinity.
The rapidity distribution can also be obtained by numeri-

cally integrating the pT distributions in Figs. 5 and 9. In this
approach, the derivation of the ð1=σinelÞðdσ=dyÞ value is
possible only in the rapidity range where the pT distribu-
tions are available down to 0.0 GeV. Again, the final
rapidity distribution is derived by averaging the rapidity
distributions obtained by the above three methods. The
estimated uncertainty is obtained from the minimum and
maximum values for each rapidity bin.
Figure 19 shows the rapidity distributions as functions of

the rapidity loss Δy (i.e., ybeam − y) in pþ p collisions atffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 2.76 (open red circles) and 7 TeV (filled black

circles). The rapidity distributions for both collision ener-
gies mostly appear to lie along a common curve in the
rapidity range −1.8< Δy < −0.8. LHCf data are consis-
tent at the %15% level with the hypothesis of limiting
fragmentation in the very forward region.
For comparison, the experimental results from the UA7

experiment [67] are also shown in Fig. 19. The extrapolated
LHCf curve at 7 TeV to higher Δy (i.e., lower y) could be
compatible with the UA7 results, at least for Δy≲0.5.
The predictions of DPMJET (thick red curve) and QGSJET

(thin blue curve) at
ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 7 TeV have been added to

Fig. 19 for reference. The predictions at
ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 2.76 TeV

have been omitted, since these curves mostly overlap with

those at 7 TeV since limiting fragmentation holds in
DPMJET and QGSJET. The best agreement with LHCf data
at

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 2.76 and 7 TeV is obtained by the QGSJET model.

The DPMJET predictions generally give a larger π0yield and
a harder pT distribution especially for y > 9.8at

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼

7 TeV and for y > 9.4at 2.76 TeV.

C. Feynman scaling

In Ref. [17], Feynman proposed that the production cross
sections of secondary particles as functions of the
Feynman-x variable (defined by xF ≡2pz=

ffiffiffi
s

p
) were in-

dependent of the incident energy in the forward region. If
the so-called Feynman scaling holds, the differential cross
section as a function of xF (hereafter, xF distribution)
ðxF=σinelÞðdσ=dxFÞ should be independent of the center-of-
mass energy for xF ≳0.2. Here, the rapidity distribution
introduced in Sec. VII B can be rewritten as

1

σinel

dσ
dy

¼ E
σinel

dσ
dpz

¼ xE
σinel

dσ
dxF

; ð8Þ

where xE ≡2E=
ffiffiffi
s

p
and dy ¼ dpz=E are used for the

second form. Considering pz ≈ E in the forward region,
xE can be considered as xF, and thus the right-hand side of
Eq. (8) becomes approximately ðxF=σinelÞðdσ=dxFÞ.
Consequently, the limiting fragmentation hypothesis that
states ð1=σinelÞðdσ=dyÞ is independent of the center-of-
mass energy in each rapidity bin can be rewritten as
Feynman scaling which states ðxF=σinelÞðdσ=dxFÞ is inde-
pendent of the center-of-mass energy in each xF bin. In this
paper, we test the Feynman scaling hypothesis by compar-
ing LHCf data in pþ p collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 2.76 and 7 TeV.

FIG. 19. The π0yield in each rapidity interval as a function of
rapidity loss Δy ¼ ybeam − y. Open red circles and filled black
circles indicate LHCf data in pþ p collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 2.76 and

7 TeV, respectively. The results of the UA7 experiment (open
magenta squares) at Spp̄S (pþ p̄ collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 630GeV)

and the predictions by DPMJET (thick red line) and QGSJET (thin
blue line) are added for reference.
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Note) The systematic uncertainties  
          are not finalized yet.
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Old result  
with only Arm1

Revealing what’s happening in particle production 
→ many observables as much as possible 
- Publications so far: cross section, scaling, pT, y, and xF 
- Preliminary: Nch, double arm correlation, and AN

p

p
forward particle?
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Neutron and π0 asymmetries in pp

AN of very forward π0

• Large asymmetry (up to 0.1) even at low pT (pT < 0.6 GeV/c)
• Production mechanism? 

• Becoming larger (more than 0.1) at high pT (0.6 GeV/c < pT)
• Contribution from hard scattering? 

August 29, 2018 13

Background asymmetry (measured, 
zero consistent) subtracted 

Data analysis has been performed 
by Minho Kim (Korea Univ.) who will 
present the results in the Spin 2018 
symposium 2 weeks later 

Bar: statistical error 
Box: systematic uncertainties 
including beam center correction, 
acceptance correction, polarization, 
and background asymmetry 
subtraction 

Minho at SPIN2018

Single transverse spin asymmetry of forward neutrons

B. Z. Kopeliovich, I. K. Potashnikova, and Iván Schmidt
Departamento de Fı́sica, Universidad Técnica Federico Santa Marı́a; and Instituto de estudios avanzados en ciencias en ingeniera;

and Centro Cientı́fico-Tecnológico de Valparaı́so; Casilla 110-V, Valparaı́so, Chile
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(Received 13 September 2011; published 14 December 2011)

We calculate the single transverse spin asymmetry ANðtÞ, for inclusive neutron production in pp
collisions at forward rapidities relative to the polarized proton in the energy range of RHIC. Absorptive

corrections to the pion pole generate a relative phase between the spin-flip and nonflip amplitudes, leading

to a transverse spin asymmetry which is found to be far too small to explain the magnitude of AN observed

in the PHENIX experiment. A larger contribution, which does not vanish at high energies, comes from the

interference of pion and a1-Reggeon exchanges. The unnatural parity of a1 guarantees a substantial phase
shift, although the magnitude is strongly suppressed by the smallness of diffractive !p ! a1p cross

section. We replace the Regge a1 pole by the Regge cut corresponding to the !" exchange in the 1þ S
state. The production of such a state, which we treat as an effective pole a, forms a narrow peak in the 3!
invariant mass distribution in diffractive !p interactions. The cross section is large, so one can assume

that this state saturates the spectral function of the axial current and we can determine its coupling to

nucleons via the partially conserved axial-vector-current constraint Goldberger-Treiman relation and the

second Weinberg sum rule. The numerical results of the parameter-free calculation of AN are in excellent

agreement with the PHENIX data.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.84.114012 PACS numbers: 13.85.Ni, 11.80.Cr, 11.80.Gw, 13.88.+e

I. INTRODUCTION

The single transverse spin asymmetry of neutrons was
measured recently by the PHENIX experiment at RHIC [1]
in pp collisions at energies

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 62, 200 and 500 GeV.
The measurements were performed with a transversely
polarized proton beam and the neutron was detected at
very forward and backward rapidities relative to the polar-
ized beam. Preliminary results are depicted in Fig. 1. An
appreciable single transverse spin asymmetry was found in
events with large fractional neutron momenta z. The data
agree with a linear dependence on the neutron transverse
momentum qT , and different energy match well, what
indicates at an energy independent ANðqTÞ.

Usually polarization data are more sensitive to the
mechanisms of reactions than the cross section. Below
we demonstrate that the large magnitude of the single
transverse spin asymmetry of forward neutrons discovered
in [1], reveals a new important mechanism of neutron
production ignored in all previous studies of the reaction
cross section.

At the same time, neutrons produced with xF < 0 show a
small asymmetry, consistent with zero. This fact is ex-
plained by the so called Abarbanel-Gross theorem [2]
which predicts zero transverse spin asymmetry for
particles produced in the fragmentation region of an un-
polarized beam. This statement was proven within the
Regge pole model illustrated in Fig. 2. The amplitude
of the reaction p " þ p ! X þ n squared, Fig. 2(a), is
related by the optical theorem with the triple-Regge graph

in Fig. 2(b). According to Regge factorization the proton

spin can correlates only with the vector product, [ ~k % ~k0],
of the proton momenta in the two conjugated amplitudes,
as is shown in Fig. 2(b). According to the optical theorem

these momenta are equal, ~k ¼ ~k0, so no transverse spin
correlation is possible. Regge cuts shown in Fig. 2(c)
breakdown this statement, but the magnitude of the gained

-0.2
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-0.05

0
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

qT (GeV)

A
N

√s
−
=62 GeV

√s
−
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√s
−
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Theory

FIG. 1 (color online). Single transverse spin asymmetry AN in
the reaction pp ! nX, measured at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 62, 200, 500 GeV [1]
(preliminary data). The asterisks show the result of our calcu-
lation, Eq. (40), which was done point by point, since each
experimental point has a specific value of z (see Table I).

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 84, 114012 (2011)

1550-7998=2011=84(11)=114012(8) 114012-1 ! 2011 American Physical Society

Kopeliovich et al. 
PRD 84, 114012

• π0 asymmetry increases ~ 16%/GeV, instead of neutron asymmetry ~ -32%/GeV. 
• π0/neutron is ~ -1/2. Could π0s be understood by a similar manner as neutrons?
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Motivation of this talk is to find a mechanism 
that can explain forward asymmetries.

PHENIX ZDC



Looking at only AN is insufficient

Aincl
N =
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are the efficiency for the experimental cuts and are listed in
Table I. The errors were derived considering the
uncertainty in the parameter aðxFÞ in the Gaussian form
evaluated by HERA. There is no significant difference in
the result in case of using the ISR (exponential) pT

distribution.
The mean values of the simulated pT distributions in

each energy region are also listed in Table I. The cross
section was obtained after the correction of the energy
unfolding and the cut efficiency.

Table II summarizes all systematic uncertainties eval-
uated as the ratio of the variation to the final cross section
values. The absolute normalization error is not included in
these errors. It was estimated by BBC counts to be 9.7%
(22:9 # 2:2 mbfor the BBC trigger cross section).

The background contamination in the measured neutron
energy with the ZDC energy from 20 to 140 GeV for the
acceptance cut of r < 2 cm was estimated by the simula-
tion with the PYTHIA event generator. The background from
protons was estimated to be 2.4% in the simulation. The
systematic uncertainty in the experimental data was deter-
mined to be 1.5 times larger than this as discussed in
Sec. II B 3. Multiple particle detection in each collision
was estimated to be 7% with the r < 2 cm cut.

In the cross section analysis, we evaluated the beam
center shift described in Appendix A as a systematic
uncertainty. For the evaluation, cross sections were calcu-
lated in the different acceptances according to the result of
the beam center shift while requiring r < 2 cm, and the
variations were applied as a systematic uncertainty.

B. Result

The differential cross section, d!=dxF, for forward
neutron production in p þ p collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 200 GeV
was determined using two pT distributions: a Gaussian
form, as used in HERA analysis, and an exponential
form, used for ISR data analysis. The results are listed in
Table III and plotted in Fig. 13. We show the results for xF
above 0.45 since the data below 0.45 are significantly
affected by the energy cutoff before the unfolding. The
pT range in each xF bin is 0< pT < 0:11xF GeV=c from
Eq. (2) with the acceptance cut of r < 2 cm. The absolute
normalization uncertainty for the PHENIX measurement,
9.7%, is not included.

TABLE I. The expected pT for r < 2 cm, mean pT value with
the experimental cut, and the efficiency for the experimental cut
estimated by the simulation (Fig. 12). The errors were derived
considering the uncertainty in the parameter aðxFÞ in the
Gaussian form evaluated by HERA.

Neutron xF Mean pT (GeV=c) Efficiency

0.45–0.60 0.072 0:779 # 0:014ð1:8%Þ
0.60–0.75 0.085 0:750 # 0:009ð1:2%Þ
0.75–0.90 0.096 0:723 # 0:006ð0:8%Þ
0.90–1.00 0.104 0:680 # 0:016ð2:3%Þ

TABLE III. The result of the differential cross section
d!=dxFðmbÞ for neutron production in p þ p collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼
200 GeV. The first uncertainty is statistical, after the unfolding,
and the second is the systematic uncertainty. The absolute
normalization error, 9.7%, is not included.

hxFi Exponential pT form Gaussian pT form

0.53 0:243 # 0:024 # 0:043 0:194 # 0:021 # 0:037
0.68 0:491 # 0:039 # 0:052 0:455 # 0:036 # 0:085
0.83 0:680 # 0:044 # 0:094 0:612 # 0:044 # 0:096
0.93 0:334 # 0:035 # 0:111 0:319 # 0:037 # 0:123

TABLE II. Systematic uncertainties for the cross section mea-
surement. The absolute normalization error is not included in
these errors. The absolute normalization uncertainty was esti-
mated by BBC counts to be 9.7% (22:9 # 2:2 mb for the BBC
trigger cross section).

Exponential pT

form
Gaussian pT

form

pT distribution 3%–10% 7%–22%
Beam center shift 3%–31%
Proton background 3.6%
Multiple hit 7%
Total 11%–33% 16%–39%
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FIG. 13 (color online). The cross section results for forward
neutron production in p þ p collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 200 GeV are
shown. Two different forms, exponential (squares) and Gaussian
(circles), were used for the pT distribution. Statistical uncertain-
ties are shown as error bars for each point, and systematic
uncertainties are shown as brackets. The integrated pT region
for each bin is 0< pT < 0:11xF GeV=c. Shapes of ISR results
are also shown. Absolute normalization errors for the PHENIX
and ISR are 9.7% and 20%, respectively.
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Very forward neutrons are exceptionally lucky; 
we can focus on only one-π exchange. 
 
It is not true for forward π0s.

Let’s see what’s happening in π0 production
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Elastic-like π0 asymmetry (P and γ)

P

P

P

P

π0

Pomeron/γ

• Well known Coulomb-nuclear interference (CNI) gives a few % asymmetry. 
• In fact, the RHIC polarimeter (p↑+C) is based on this mechanism. 
• Calculated asymmetry of an intermediate state is far smaller than the RHICf data.  

- AN < 5% and rapidly decreases as |t| > 10-2 GeV2.
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Diffractive-like π0 asymmetry (π and a1)
P

P

X

P

π0

π/a1

P

P P

π0

π a1

Pomeron
=

• High energy single diffraction is represented by a triple-reggeon diagram.  
• Interference between π (spin-flip) and a1 (nonflip) gives nonzero asymmetry.  

- Kopeliovich et al reproduced the PHENIX forward neutron asymmetry ~ -5%. 
• I tried to apply Kopeliovich’s idea to π0 asymmetry; 

- so sensitive to the a1 parameters (some parameter choices seem biased.)  
- turned out few % asymmetry for π0s, as expected by neutron asymmetry 

• But few % asymmetry only from a single diffraction should be insufficient to 
explain the RHICf inclusive measurements.

AN =
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<latexit sha1_base64="6eIuY6t9ZNR2nwby4cvAD226mpc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6eIuY6t9ZNR2nwby4cvAD226mpc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6eIuY6t9ZNR2nwby4cvAD226mpc=">AAACgnichVHLSiNBFD22OqPRmUTdCIMQDA6DYLg9IyiD4GvjSnxFBaOhu1PJFOkX3ZUwGly58wdcuBpBRNzpJ7jxB1z4CeJSwY0LbzoNw4yot6iqU6fuuXWqyvRtGSqimxatta39w8eOzkRX96fPyVRP72roVQNL5CzP9oJ10wiFLV2RU1LZYt0PhOGYtlgzK7ON/bWaCELpuStq2xebjlF2ZUlahmKqkBqYLsxv5ZX4zdq667kjRVkq7abzoXTSNFlIZShLUaRfAj0GGcSx4KVOkEcRHixU4UDAhWJsw0DIbQM6CD5zm6gzFzCS0b7ALhKsrXKW4AyD2QqPZV5txKzL60bNMFJbfIrNPWBlGkN0Tad0T1d0Rrf09GqtelSj4WWbZ7OpFX4hud+//PiuyuFZ4ddf1ZueFUoYj7xK9u5HTOMWVlNf2zm4X/65NFT/Skd0x/7/0A1d8g3c2oN1vCiWDpHgD9D/f+6XYPV7Vme8OJqZmom/ogNfMIhv/N5jmMIcFpDjc/dwinNcaG3asKZrP5qpWkus6cM/oU08A2zTlHE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6eIuY6t9ZNR2nwby4cvAD226mpc=">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</latexit> 9



Diffractive-like π0 asymmetry (πN)
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π0

π

Pomeron
=

• Amplitude of π-exchange dominates other mesons/reggeons. 
• π+p↑ is known to give sizable (+ and -) asymmetries for outgoing particles.

AN =
Adi↵

N �di↵ +Anon-di↵
N �non-di↵

�di↵ + �non-di↵
<latexit sha1_base64="l8zRsb1Fw/r/xaDBZV7BqNhSA90=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l8zRsb1Fw/r/xaDBZV7BqNhSA90=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l8zRsb1Fw/r/xaDBZV7BqNhSA90=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l8zRsb1Fw/r/xaDBZV7BqNhSA90=">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</latexit>

π

• Low energy π+p↑ scatterings are parametrized by partial wave amplitudes:  
- Kamano et al, Ronchen et al, SAID, etc…

Large ANdiff may compensate small σdiff →
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⇡�p ! ⇡�p
<latexit sha1_base64="/FF/DqakAcsCsBeBuX6UJqt43XU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/FF/DqakAcsCsBeBuX6UJqt43XU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/FF/DqakAcsCsBeBuX6UJqt43XU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/FF/DqakAcsCsBeBuX6UJqt43XU=">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</latexit>

⇡0p ! ⇡0p
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⇡�p ! ⇡0n
<latexit sha1_base64="V0uVeoKmKuzkg6BwP/TlSx6sim0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V0uVeoKmKuzkg6BwP/TlSx6sim0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V0uVeoKmKuzkg6BwP/TlSx6sim0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V0uVeoKmKuzkg6BwP/TlSx6sim0=">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</latexit>

• Exchanged πs have small momenta, 
so the invariant πp↑ mass W (= √s) 
can be down to the Δ(1232) mass. 

• Present asymmetries for outgoing πs 
are predicted by SAID. 

• SAID papers say similar results can be 
obtained by other models as well. 

• Large π0 asymmetries either in 
positive and negative
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Fraction of diffraction among inelastic σ

AN =
Adi↵

N �di↵ +Anon-di↵
N �non-di↵

�di↵ + �non-di↵
<latexit sha1_base64="l8zRsb1Fw/r/xaDBZV7BqNhSA90=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l8zRsb1Fw/r/xaDBZV7BqNhSA90=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l8zRsb1Fw/r/xaDBZV7BqNhSA90=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l8zRsb1Fw/r/xaDBZV7BqNhSA90=">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</latexit>

• We see large π0 asymmetries emerge in low energy π+p↑ scatterings. 
• Next step is an estimation of π0 production cross sections σdiff and σnon-diff. 
• Diffractive cross section is calculated using the discontinuity in Mx2. 

(I learned it from text books. Please forgive unintentional misunderstandings.)

EpE⇡0
d6�di↵

d3ppd3p⇡0
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discM2

X
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<latexit sha1_base64="yFaj3Ly4srH2bfp0sL0wZbj4MjU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yFaj3Ly4srH2bfp0sL0wZbj4MjU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yFaj3Ly4srH2bfp0sL0wZbj4MjU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yFaj3Ly4srH2bfp0sL0wZbj4MjU=">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</latexit>

• I did such cumbersome calculations for xF, pT, and φ distributions. 
• But at this time, I used a shortcut to use Monte Carlo simulations, PYTHIA8 and 

EPOS, to get overall normalization of diffraction relative to inelastic events. 
• Only in PYTHIA8 and EPOS (via HEPMC), we can trace given particles’ parents 

and children.
 12
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πN/total fraction by PYTHIA8 default
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Consistent with the well known 
PYTHIA8’s tendency: 
large fraction of diffraction at high xF



πN/total fraction by PYTHIA8 Tune4C
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Consistent with the well known 
PYTHIA8’s tendency: 
large fraction of diffraction at high xF

Tune4C is tuned by the Tevatron 
diffraction data.



πN/total fraction by EPOS LHC
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EPOS LHC maybe the best to 
reproduce the ATLAS-LHCf data.



Dashed curves: Mitsuka, paper in preparation 
Data points: RHICf Preliminary

π0 AN (fraction by PYTHIA8 default)
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π0 AN (fraction by PYTHIA8 Tune4C)
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Dashed curves: Mitsuka, paper in preparation 
Data points: RHICf Preliminary



π0 AN (fraction by EPOS LHC)
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Dashed curves: Mitsuka, paper in preparation 
Data points: RHICf Preliminary



On Minho’s plot
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Summary of asymmetries in pp
• As presented by Minho, the RHICf preliminary data indicated large and 

positive asymmetries for forward π0s. 

• I calculated π0 asymmetries assuming three scenarios: 
elastic, π/a1 interference, and low energy πN scatterings. 

• Large asymmetries induced by πN scatterings can reproduce the RHICf 
data in some xF regions. 

• But, if this scenario is true, how can we understand neutron asymmetries 
that were successfully reproduced by π/a1 interference??

Single transverse spin asymmetry of forward neutrons

B. Z. Kopeliovich, I. K. Potashnikova, and Iván Schmidt
Departamento de Fı́sica, Universidad Técnica Federico Santa Marı́a; and Instituto de estudios avanzados en ciencias en ingeniera;
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We calculate the single transverse spin asymmetry ANðtÞ, for inclusive neutron production in pp
collisions at forward rapidities relative to the polarized proton in the energy range of RHIC. Absorptive

corrections to the pion pole generate a relative phase between the spin-flip and nonflip amplitudes, leading

to a transverse spin asymmetry which is found to be far too small to explain the magnitude of AN observed

in the PHENIX experiment. A larger contribution, which does not vanish at high energies, comes from the

interference of pion and a1-Reggeon exchanges. The unnatural parity of a1 guarantees a substantial phase
shift, although the magnitude is strongly suppressed by the smallness of diffractive !p ! a1p cross

section. We replace the Regge a1 pole by the Regge cut corresponding to the !" exchange in the 1þ S
state. The production of such a state, which we treat as an effective pole a, forms a narrow peak in the 3!
invariant mass distribution in diffractive !p interactions. The cross section is large, so one can assume

that this state saturates the spectral function of the axial current and we can determine its coupling to

nucleons via the partially conserved axial-vector-current constraint Goldberger-Treiman relation and the

second Weinberg sum rule. The numerical results of the parameter-free calculation of AN are in excellent

agreement with the PHENIX data.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.84.114012 PACS numbers: 13.85.Ni, 11.80.Cr, 11.80.Gw, 13.88.+e

I. INTRODUCTION

The single transverse spin asymmetry of neutrons was
measured recently by the PHENIX experiment at RHIC [1]
in pp collisions at energies

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 62, 200 and 500 GeV.
The measurements were performed with a transversely
polarized proton beam and the neutron was detected at
very forward and backward rapidities relative to the polar-
ized beam. Preliminary results are depicted in Fig. 1. An
appreciable single transverse spin asymmetry was found in
events with large fractional neutron momenta z. The data
agree with a linear dependence on the neutron transverse
momentum qT , and different energy match well, what
indicates at an energy independent ANðqTÞ.

Usually polarization data are more sensitive to the
mechanisms of reactions than the cross section. Below
we demonstrate that the large magnitude of the single
transverse spin asymmetry of forward neutrons discovered
in [1], reveals a new important mechanism of neutron
production ignored in all previous studies of the reaction
cross section.

At the same time, neutrons produced with xF < 0 show a
small asymmetry, consistent with zero. This fact is ex-
plained by the so called Abarbanel-Gross theorem [2]
which predicts zero transverse spin asymmetry for
particles produced in the fragmentation region of an un-
polarized beam. This statement was proven within the
Regge pole model illustrated in Fig. 2. The amplitude
of the reaction p " þ p ! X þ n squared, Fig. 2(a), is
related by the optical theorem with the triple-Regge graph

in Fig. 2(b). According to Regge factorization the proton

spin can correlates only with the vector product, [ ~k % ~k0],
of the proton momenta in the two conjugated amplitudes,
as is shown in Fig. 2(b). According to the optical theorem

these momenta are equal, ~k ¼ ~k0, so no transverse spin
correlation is possible. Regge cuts shown in Fig. 2(c)
breakdown this statement, but the magnitude of the gained
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FIG. 1 (color online). Single transverse spin asymmetry AN in
the reaction pp ! nX, measured at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 62, 200, 500 GeV [1]
(preliminary data). The asterisks show the result of our calcu-
lation, Eq. (40), which was done point by point, since each
experimental point has a specific value of z (see Table I).
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• Large AN of ZDC inclusive in pAu may indicate 
1) substantial nuclear effects in nuclear targets 
2) effects of electromagnetic (EM) field produced by relativistic A targets

Neutron asymmetries in pAl and pAu

 23

The analyzed data correspond to the neutron sampled pT
in the range smaller than 0.25 GeV=c peaked at about
0.1 GeV=c, which is defined mainly by detector accep-
tance and which is affected by detector resolutions.
Because of the varying contribution of different processes
to neutron production, the sampled pT distribution may
vary in different collision systems and in different triggered
data. Figure 3 shows the differences in the radial distribu-
tions, which is related to the neutron production cross
section dσ=dpT by pT ∝ r [39]. From a comparison with
the simulation assuming different slope parameters b, in the
parameterization dσ=dpT ∼ e−b·pT , the data were found to
be consistent with b ¼ 4 ðGeV=cÞ−1 for all collision
systems in ZDC ⊗ BBC-tag triggered data and b ¼ 4, 6,
and 8 ðGeV=cÞ−1 in pþ p, pþ Al, and pþ Au collisions,
respectively, in a ZDC ⊗ BBC-veto triggered sample, with
uncertainty σb ¼ 1 ðGeV=cÞ−1 reflecting its sensitivity to
SMD gain calibration and thresholds. These variations lead
to a difference in the average pT sampled in different
collision systems and triggers by as much as 10%. As can
be also judged from Fig. 3, due to the small detector
acceptance, the sampled pT distribution shows a very
modest dependence on the slope of the input pT distribu-
tion, particularly at low pT (or r), which is most responsible
for the dilution of the measured asymmetry. As a conse-
quence, the variation of the correction factor Cϕ due to
different slope parameters b discussed above was less
than 1%.
Figure 4 and Table I summarize the results for AN in

forward neutron production in pþ p, pþ Al, and pþ Au
collisions, for ZDC inclusive, ZDC ⊗ BBC-tag, and
ZDC ⊗ BBC-veto samples. In addition to the 3% scale
uncertainty from polarization normalization, common to all
points, the other part of the polarization uncertainty is
correlated for different triggers in a particular collision
system. The presented asymmetries in pþ p collisions are
consistent with our previous publication [39], albeit with
larger systematic uncertainties in these data due to a larger
background (unlike this measurement, the charged veto
counter was used in Ref. [39] to suppress the background)
and larger variations due to the uncertainty of the beam
position on the ZDC plane.

From Fig. 4, the A dependence of AN for inclusive
neutrons is strong. Compared to the AN of pþ p collisions,
the observed asymmetry in pþ Al collisions is much
smaller, while the asymmetry in pþ Au collisions is a
factor of 3 larger in absolute value and of opposite sign.
This behavior is unexpected, because the theoretical
framework using π and a1-Reggeon interference can
predict only a moderate nuclear dependence, and there is
no known mechanism to flip the sign of AN within this
framework [34].
The asymmetries requiring BBC hits are remarkably

different. Once BBC hits are required (ZDC ⊗ BBC-tag),
the drastic behavior of the inclusive AN vanishes and its
sign stays negative, approaching AN ¼ 0 at large A. In
contrast, the strong A dependence is amplified once no hits
in the BBC are required (ZDC ⊗ BBC-veto). While the
BBCs cover a limited acceptance, the requirement (or veto)
of hits in the BBC should place constraints on the activity
near the detected neutron and thus the corresponding
production mechanism.
One possibility to explain the present results is a

contribution from EM interactions, which have been
demonstrated to be important for reactions with small
momentum transfer, e.g., in ultraperipheral heavy ion
collision at RHIC [44–47] and Large Hadron Collider
[48–51], including forward neutron production in pþ A
collisions [52], and polarization observables in fixed target
experiments [53,54]. Although it was ignored in the
interpretation for the pþ p data [34], EM interactions
become increasingly important for large atomic number (Z)

(a) (b)

FIG. 3. The r distribution of the (a) ZDC ⊗ BBC-tag sample
and (b) ZDC ⊗ BBC-veto sample for three collision systems.
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FIG. 4. Forward neutron AN in pþ A collisions for A ¼ 1 (p),
27 (Al), and 197 (Au), for ZDC inclusive, ZDC ⊗ BBC-tag, and
ZDC ⊗ BBC-veto triggered samples; color bars are systematic
uncertainties, and statistical uncertainties are smaller than the
marker size; the 3% scale uncertainty (not shown) is from the
polarization normalization uncertainty. Data points are shifted
horizontally for better visibility.
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Ultra-peripheral collisions (UPCs)
• In order to test the EM field scenario, I developed the MC simulation 

framework that took into account the both hadronic interactions and 
ultra-peripheral collisions. 

• Ultra-peripheral collisions (aka Primakoff effects); 
a collision of a proton with the EM field made by a relativistic nucleus 
when the impact parameter b is larger than RA+Rp.

b : impact parameter

b

EM field

Nucleus 
(radius = RA)

  

Polarized proton 
(radius = Rp)

b<RA+Rp: hadronic interactions (QCD)  
b>RA+Rp: UPC

γ þ p → π0 þ p via baryon resonances in UPCs. In fact,
the UPC simulation reproduces such a bump. Figure 14
presents the ratios of LHCf pT distributions to the pT
distributions predicted by hadronic interaction models
taking the UPC contribution into account in the pT
distributions.
The pz distributions are shown in Fig. 15. Figure 16

presents the ratios of LHCf pz distributions to the pz
distributions predicted by the hadronic interaction models.
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UPC diagram (very simplified)
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A. Formalism for ultraperipheral67

polarized-proton–nucleus collisions68

The di↵erential cross section for single neutron pro-
duction in p"A UPCs is given by

d�4

UPC(p"A!⇡+n)

dWdb2d⌦n
=

d3N�⇤

dWdb2
d��⇤p"!⇡+n(W )

d⌦n
Phad(b)

(1)

whereN�⇤ is the number of the emitted photons, W is the69

�⇤p" center-of-mass energy, d⌦n = sin ✓n d✓n d�n with70

the neutron scattering polar angle ✓n and azimuthal an-71

gle �n in the �⇤p" center-of-mass frame, ��⇤p"!⇡+n(W )72

is the total cross section for a single photon interac-73

tion with a proton leading to single neutron production,74

and Phad(b) is the probability of having no hadronic in-75

teractions in p"A collisions at given b. We calculate76

d3N�⇤/dWdb2 and d��⇤p"!⇡+n(W )/d⌦n in Sec. II B and77

Sec. II C, respectively.78

A finite probability for having no hadronic interactions79

Phad(b) is introduced in order to account for a smooth cut80

o↵ around the impact parameter b = Rp + RA [9]. Rp81

and RA (RAl ⇠ 5 fm and RAu ⇠ 7 fm) are the radius of82

the proton and nucleus, respectively. The range of the83

impact parameter considered in the simulation extends84

from bmin = 4 fm to bmax = 105 fm. bmin is well below85

the sum of the e↵ective radii of colliding particles, and86

Phad(b) rapidly approaches zero below these nuclear radii.87

For comparisons with the simulation results of88

hadronic interactions in Sec. IV and the experimental re-89

sults from PHENIX in Sec. V, we will numerically trans-90

form the di↵erential cross section in Eq. (1) based on the91

�⇤p" center-of-mass frame to that in the detector refer-92

ence frame. The both frames are defined in Fig. 1.93

B. Simulation of the virtual photon flux94

Discussion in this subsection is based on the proton rest95

frame for the sake of simplicity unless otherwise noted.96

The virtual photons flux emitted by the relativistic nu-97

cleus is simulated using starlight which follows the98

Weizsäcker-Williams approximation [12, 13]. The double99

di↵erential photon flux due to the fast moving nucleus100

with velocity � is written as101

d3N�⇤

d!rest
�⇤ db2

=
Z2↵

⇡2

x2

!rest
�⇤ b2

✓
K2

1
(x) +

1

�2
K2

0
(x)

◆
, (2)

where !rest
�⇤ is the photon energy, Z is the electric charge102

(Z = 13 and 79 for Al and Au, respectively), ↵ is the fine103

structure constant, x = !rest
�⇤ b/� (� =

p
1� �2

�1/2
is the104

Lorentz factor), and K0 and K1 are the modified Bessel105

functions. In the case of a relativistic nucleus (� � 1), we106

safely disregard the contribution of the term K2

0
(x)/�2

107

in Eq. (2).108

In order to substitute Eq. (2) for Eq. (1), the photon109

energy !rest
�⇤ in the proton rest frame is properly trans-110

formed to the �⇤p" center-of-mass energy W .111

C. Simulation of the photon–polarized-proton112

interaction113

In this subsection, �⇤p" center-of-mass frame is refer-114

enced to. The kinematics of �⇤p" interaction is shown in115

the right panel of Fig. 1 and is defined as116

�⇤ (k) + p" (p) ! ⇡+ (q) + n (n), (3)

where the variables in brackets indicate the four-
momenta of each particle. We use the following notations
for these four-momenta,

kµ = (!�⇤ , k), pµ = (!p,�k), (4)

qµ = (!⇡, q), nµ = (!n,�q),

where the �⇤p" center-of-mass energy is given by W =117

!�⇤ + !p" .118

In the right panel of Fig. 1, we introduce the polar an-119

gle ✓⇡ and azimuthal angle �⇡ of q, with reference to a120

coordinate system with 3 axis along k and 1 and 2 axes121

such that k lies in the 13 plane. The proton is trans-122

versely polarized along 2 axis. The frame {1, 2, 3} pro-123

vides the scattering plane. The frame {x, y, z} is defined124

such that z axis is directed into the direction of k, y axis125

is perpendicular to the x–z reaction plane, and x axis is126

given by x = y ⇥ z.127

Single neutron and pion productions from the �⇤p" in-128

teraction are simulated following the di↵erential cross129

sections predicted by the maid2007 model. The cross130

section of the �⇤p" ! ⇡+n interaction is formed as [14]131

d��⇤p"!⇡+n

d⌦⇡
=

|q|
!�⇤

(R00

T + PyR
0y
T )

=
|q|
!�⇤

R00

T (1 + P2 cos�⇡T (✓⇡)),

(5)

where R00

T and R0y
T are the response functions for pion132

photoproduction, and Py and P2 are the proton polar-133

ization along y and 2 axes, respectively. In the third134

equation, R0y
T /R00

T and Py respectively are replaced with135

target asymmetry T (✓⇡) and P2 cos�⇡. We assume136

P2 = 1 and P1 = 0 in this study. Note that we137

can numerically obtain d��⇤p"!⇡+n/d⌦n in Eq. (1) from138

d��⇤p"!⇡+n/d⌦⇡ in Eq. (5) with the relation ✓n = ⇡�✓⇡139

and �n = ⇡ � �⇡.140

The photon virtuality is limited byQ2 < (1/RA)2, thus141

Q2 < 2⇥ 10�3 GeV2 in p"Al collisions (RAl ⇠ 5 fm) and142

Q2 < 6⇥ 10�4 GeV2 in p"Au collisions (RAu ⇠ 7 fm). In143

the following simulations, we fix Q2 = 0GeV2 as default144

and take into account e↵ects of nonzero Q2 as a model145

uncertainty. The virtual photons are assumed to be fully146

unpolarized in this study.147

photon flux (N): virtual photons produced by a relativistic nucleus 
σγ+p→Χ: inclusive cross sections of γ+p interactions 
Phad: a probability not having a p+A hadronic interaction
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Virtual photon flux
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the proton and nucleus, respectively. The range of the83

impact parameter considered in the simulation extends84

from bmin = 4 fm to bmax = 105 fm. bmin is well below85

the sum of the e↵ective radii of colliding particles, and86

Phad(b) rapidly approaches zero below these nuclear radii.87

For comparisons with the simulation results of88

hadronic interactions in Sec. IV and the experimental re-89

sults from PHENIX in Sec. V, we will numerically trans-90

form the di↵erential cross section in Eq. (1) based on the91

�⇤p" center-of-mass frame to that in the detector refer-92

ence frame. The both frames are defined in Fig. 1.93

B. Simulation of the virtual photon flux94

Discussion in this subsection is based on the proton rest95

frame for the sake of simplicity unless otherwise noted.96

The virtual photons flux emitted by the relativistic nu-97

cleus is simulated using starlight which follows the98

Weizsäcker-Williams approximation [12, 13]. The double99

di↵erential photon flux due to the fast moving nucleus100

with velocity � is written as101

d3N�⇤

d!rest
�⇤ db2

=
Z2↵

⇡2

x2

!rest
�⇤ b2

✓
K2

1
(x) +

1

�2
K2

0
(x)

◆
, (2)

where !rest
�⇤ is the photon energy, Z is the electric charge102

(Z = 13 and 79 for Al and Au, respectively), ↵ is the fine103

structure constant, x = !rest
�⇤ b/� (� =

p
1� �2

�1/2
is the104

Lorentz factor), and K0 and K1 are the modified Bessel105

functions. In the case of a relativistic nucleus (� � 1), we106

safely disregard the contribution of the term K2

0
(x)/�2

107

in Eq. (2).108

In order to substitute Eq. (2) for Eq. (1), the photon109

energy !rest
�⇤ in the proton rest frame is properly trans-110

formed to the �⇤p" center-of-mass energy W .111

C. Simulation of the photon–polarized-proton112

interaction113

In this subsection, �⇤p" center-of-mass frame is refer-114

enced to. The kinematics of �⇤p" interaction is shown in115

the right panel of Fig. 1 and is defined as116

�⇤ (k) + p" (p) ! ⇡+ (q) + n (n), (3)

where the variables in brackets indicate the four-
momenta of each particle. We use the following notations
for these four-momenta,

kµ = (!�⇤ , k), pµ = (!p,�k), (4)

qµ = (!⇡, q), nµ = (!n,�q),

where the �⇤p" center-of-mass energy is given by W =117

!�⇤ + !p" .118

In the right panel of Fig. 1, we introduce the polar an-119

gle ✓⇡ and azimuthal angle �⇡ of q, with reference to a120

coordinate system with 3 axis along k and 1 and 2 axes121

such that k lies in the 13 plane. The proton is trans-122

versely polarized along 2 axis. The frame {1, 2, 3} pro-123

vides the scattering plane. The frame {x, y, z} is defined124

such that z axis is directed into the direction of k, y axis125

is perpendicular to the x–z reaction plane, and x axis is126

given by x = y ⇥ z.127

Single neutron and pion productions from the �⇤p" in-128

teraction are simulated following the di↵erential cross129

sections predicted by the maid2007 model. The cross130

section of the �⇤p" ! ⇡+n interaction is formed as [14]131

d��⇤p"!⇡+n

d⌦⇡
=

|q|
!�⇤

(R00

T + PyR
0y
T )

=
|q|
!�⇤

R00

T (1 + P2 cos�⇡T (✓⇡)),

(5)

where R00

T and R0y
T are the response functions for pion132

photoproduction, and Py and P2 are the proton polar-133

ization along y and 2 axes, respectively. In the third134

equation, R0y
T /R00

T and Py respectively are replaced with135

target asymmetry T (✓⇡) and P2 cos�⇡. We assume136

P2 = 1 and P1 = 0 in this study. Note that we137

can numerically obtain d��⇤p"!⇡+n/d⌦n in Eq. (1) from138

d��⇤p"!⇡+n/d⌦⇡ in Eq. (5) with the relation ✓n = ⇡�✓⇡139

and �n = ⇡ � �⇡.140

The photon virtuality is limited byQ2 < (1/RA)2, thus141

Q2 < 2⇥ 10�3 GeV2 in p"Al collisions (RAl ⇠ 5 fm) and142

Q2 < 6⇥ 10�4 GeV2 in p"Au collisions (RAu ⇠ 7 fm). In143

the following simulations, we fix Q2 = 0GeV2 as default144

and take into account e↵ects of nonzero Q2 as a model145

uncertainty. The virtual photons are assumed to be fully146

unpolarized in this study.147

where

The number of virtual photons per energy and b is formulated by the Weizsacker-Williams 
approximation or QED (Phys. Rep 364 359 ‘02, NPA 442 739 ’85, etc…):

and ωrestγ is the virtual photon energy in the proton rest frame.

Proportional to Z2 

Note that the virtual photon flux depends on the charge of photon source as Z2.
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2

A. Formalism for ultraperipheral67

polarized-proton–nucleus collisions68

The di↵erential cross section for single neutron pro-
duction in p"A UPCs is given by

d�4

UPC(p"A!⇡+n)

dWdb2d⌦n
=

d3N�⇤

dWdb2
d��⇤p"!⇡+n(W )

d⌦n
Phad(b)

(1)

whereN�⇤ is the number of the emitted photons, W is the69

�⇤p" center-of-mass energy, d⌦n = sin ✓n d✓n d�n with70

the neutron scattering polar angle ✓n and azimuthal an-71

gle �n in the �⇤p" center-of-mass frame, ��⇤p"!⇡+n(W )72

is the total cross section for a single photon interac-73

tion with a proton leading to single neutron production,74

and Phad(b) is the probability of having no hadronic in-75

teractions in p"A collisions at given b. We calculate76

d3N�⇤/dWdb2 and d��⇤p"!⇡+n(W )/d⌦n in Sec. II B and77

Sec. II C, respectively.78

A finite probability for having no hadronic interactions79

Phad(b) is introduced in order to account for a smooth cut80

o↵ around the impact parameter b = Rp + RA [9]. Rp81

and RA (RAl ⇠ 5 fm and RAu ⇠ 7 fm) are the radius of82

the proton and nucleus, respectively. The range of the83

impact parameter considered in the simulation extends84

from bmin = 4 fm to bmax = 105 fm. bmin is well below85

the sum of the e↵ective radii of colliding particles, and86

Phad(b) rapidly approaches zero below these nuclear radii.87

For comparisons with the simulation results of88

hadronic interactions in Sec. IV and the experimental re-89

sults from PHENIX in Sec. V, we will numerically trans-90

form the di↵erential cross section in Eq. (1) based on the91

�⇤p" center-of-mass frame to that in the detector refer-92

ence frame. The both frames are defined in Fig. 1.93

B. Simulation of the virtual photon flux94

Discussion in this subsection is based on the proton rest95

frame for the sake of simplicity unless otherwise noted.96

The virtual photons flux emitted by the relativistic nu-97

cleus is simulated using starlight which follows the98

Weizsäcker-Williams approximation [12, 13]. The double99

di↵erential photon flux due to the fast moving nucleus100

with velocity � is written as101

d3N�⇤

d!rest
�⇤ db2

=
Z2↵

⇡2

x2

!rest
�⇤ b2

✓
K2

1
(x) +

1

�2
K2

0
(x)

◆
, (2)

where !rest
�⇤ is the photon energy, Z is the electric charge102

(Z = 13 and 79 for Al and Au, respectively), ↵ is the fine103

structure constant, x = !rest
�⇤ b/� (� =

p
1� �2

�1/2
is the104

Lorentz factor), and K0 and K1 are the modified Bessel105

functions. In the case of a relativistic nucleus (� � 1), we106

safely disregard the contribution of the term K2

0
(x)/�2

107

in Eq. (2).108

In order to substitute Eq. (2) for Eq. (1), the photon109

energy !rest
�⇤ in the proton rest frame is properly trans-110

formed to the �⇤p" center-of-mass energy W .111

C. Simulation of the photon–polarized-proton112

interaction113

In this subsection, �⇤p" center-of-mass frame is refer-114

enced to. The kinematics of �⇤p" interaction is shown in115

the right panel of Fig. 1 and is defined as116

�⇤ (k) + p" (p) ! ⇡+ (q) + n (n), (3)

where the variables in brackets indicate the four-
momenta of each particle. We use the following notations
for these four-momenta,

kµ = (!�⇤ , k), pµ = (!p,�k), (4)

qµ = (!⇡, q), nµ = (!n,�q),

where the �⇤p" center-of-mass energy is given by W =117

!�⇤ + !p" .118

In the right panel of Fig. 1, we introduce the polar an-119

gle ✓⇡ and azimuthal angle �⇡ of q, with reference to a120

coordinate system with 3 axis along k and 1 and 2 axes121

such that k lies in the 13 plane. The proton is trans-122

versely polarized along 2 axis. The frame {1, 2, 3} pro-123

vides the scattering plane. The frame {x, y, z} is defined124

such that z axis is directed into the direction of k, y axis125

is perpendicular to the x–z reaction plane, and x axis is126

given by x = y ⇥ z.127

Single neutron and pion productions from the �⇤p" in-128

teraction are simulated following the di↵erential cross129

sections predicted by the maid2007 model. The cross130

section of the �⇤p" ! ⇡+n interaction is formed as [14]131

d��⇤p"!⇡+n

d⌦⇡
=

|q|
!�⇤

(R00

T + PyR
0y
T )

=
|q|
!�⇤

R00

T (1 + P2 cos�⇡T (✓⇡)),

(5)

where R00

T and R0y
T are the response functions for pion132

photoproduction, and Py and P2 are the proton polar-133

ization along y and 2 axes, respectively. In the third134

equation, R0y
T /R00

T and Py respectively are replaced with135

target asymmetry T (✓⇡) and P2 cos�⇡. We assume136

P2 = 1 and P1 = 0 in this study. Note that we137

can numerically obtain d��⇤p"!⇡+n/d⌦n in Eq. (1) from138

d��⇤p"!⇡+n/d⌦⇡ in Eq. (5) with the relation ✓n = ⇡�✓⇡139

and �n = ⇡ � �⇡.140

The photon virtuality is limited byQ2 < (1/RA)2, thus141

Q2 < 2⇥ 10�3 GeV2 in p"Al collisions (RAl ⇠ 5 fm) and142

Q2 < 6⇥ 10�4 GeV2 in p"Au collisions (RAu ⇠ 7 fm). In143

the following simulations, we fix Q2 = 0GeV2 as default144

and take into account e↵ects of nonzero Q2 as a model145

uncertainty. The virtual photons are assumed to be fully146

unpolarized in this study.147
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A. Formalism for ultraperipheral67

polarized-proton–nucleus collisions68

The di↵erential cross section for single neutron pro-
duction in p"A UPCs is given by

d�4

UPC(p"A!⇡+n)

dWdb2d⌦n
=

d3N�⇤

dWdb2
d��⇤p"!⇡+n(W )

d⌦n
Phad(b)

(1)

whereN�⇤ is the number of the emitted photons, W is the69

�⇤p" center-of-mass energy, d⌦n = sin ✓n d✓n d�n with70

the neutron scattering polar angle ✓n and azimuthal an-71

gle �n in the �⇤p" center-of-mass frame, ��⇤p"!⇡+n(W )72

is the total cross section for a single photon interac-73

tion with a proton leading to single neutron production,74

and Phad(b) is the probability of having no hadronic in-75

teractions in p"A collisions at given b. We calculate76

d3N�⇤/dWdb2 and d��⇤p"!⇡+n(W )/d⌦n in Sec. II B and77

Sec. II C, respectively.78

A finite probability for having no hadronic interactions79

Phad(b) is introduced in order to account for a smooth cut80

o↵ around the impact parameter b = Rp + RA [9]. Rp81

and RA (RAl ⇠ 5 fm and RAu ⇠ 7 fm) are the radius of82

the proton and nucleus, respectively. The range of the83

impact parameter considered in the simulation extends84

from bmin = 4 fm to bmax = 105 fm. bmin is well below85

the sum of the e↵ective radii of colliding particles, and86

Phad(b) rapidly approaches zero below these nuclear radii.87

For comparisons with the simulation results of88

hadronic interactions in Sec. IV and the experimental re-89

sults from PHENIX in Sec. V, we will numerically trans-90

form the di↵erential cross section in Eq. (1) based on the91

�⇤p" center-of-mass frame to that in the detector refer-92

ence frame. The both frames are defined in Fig. 1.93

B. Simulation of the virtual photon flux94

Discussion in this subsection is based on the proton rest95

frame for the sake of simplicity unless otherwise noted.96

The virtual photons flux emitted by the relativistic nu-97

cleus is simulated using starlight which follows the98

Weizsäcker-Williams approximation [12, 13]. The double99

di↵erential photon flux due to the fast moving nucleus100

with velocity � is written as101

d3N�⇤

d!rest
�⇤ db2

=
Z2↵

⇡2

x2

!rest
�⇤ b2

✓
K2

1
(x) +

1

�2
K2

0
(x)

◆
, (2)

where !rest
�⇤ is the photon energy, Z is the electric charge102

(Z = 13 and 79 for Al and Au, respectively), ↵ is the fine103

structure constant, x = !rest
�⇤ b/� (� =

p
1� �2

�1/2
is the104

Lorentz factor), and K0 and K1 are the modified Bessel105

functions. In the case of a relativistic nucleus (� � 1), we106

safely disregard the contribution of the term K2

0
(x)/�2

107

in Eq. (2).108

In order to substitute Eq. (2) for Eq. (1), the photon109

energy !rest
�⇤ in the proton rest frame is properly trans-110

formed to the �⇤p" center-of-mass energy W .111

C. Simulation of the photon–polarized-proton112

interaction113

In this subsection, �⇤p" center-of-mass frame is refer-114

enced to. The kinematics of �⇤p" interaction is shown in115

the right panel of Fig. 1 and is defined as116

�⇤ (k) + p" (p) ! ⇡+ (q) + n (n), (3)

where the variables in brackets indicate the four-
momenta of each particle. We use the following notations
for these four-momenta,

kµ = (!�⇤ , k), pµ = (!p,�k), (4)

qµ = (!⇡, q), nµ = (!n,�q),

where the �⇤p" center-of-mass energy is given by W =117

!�⇤ + !p" .118

In the right panel of Fig. 1, we introduce the polar an-119

gle ✓⇡ and azimuthal angle �⇡ of q, with reference to a120

coordinate system with 3 axis along k and 1 and 2 axes121

such that k lies in the 13 plane. The proton is trans-122

versely polarized along 2 axis. The frame {1, 2, 3} pro-123

vides the scattering plane. The frame {x, y, z} is defined124

such that z axis is directed into the direction of k, y axis125

is perpendicular to the x–z reaction plane, and x axis is126

given by x = y ⇥ z.127

Single neutron and pion productions from the �⇤p" in-128

teraction are simulated following the di↵erential cross129

sections predicted by the maid2007 model. The cross130

section of the �⇤p" ! ⇡+n interaction is formed as [14]131

d��⇤p"!⇡+n

d⌦⇡
=

|q|
!�⇤

(R00

T + PyR
0y
T )

=
|q|
!�⇤

R00

T (1 + P2 cos�⇡T (✓⇡)),

(5)

where R00

T and R0y
T are the response functions for pion132

photoproduction, and Py and P2 are the proton polar-133

ization along y and 2 axes, respectively. In the third134

equation, R0y
T /R00

T and Py respectively are replaced with135

target asymmetry T (✓⇡) and P2 cos�⇡. We assume136

P2 = 1 and P1 = 0 in this study. Note that we137

can numerically obtain d��⇤p"!⇡+n/d⌦n in Eq. (1) from138

d��⇤p"!⇡+n/d⌦⇡ in Eq. (5) with the relation ✓n = ⇡�✓⇡139

and �n = ⇡ � �⇡.140

The photon virtuality is limited byQ2 < (1/RA)2, thus141

Q2 < 2⇥ 10�3 GeV2 in p"Al collisions (RAl ⇠ 5 fm) and142

Q2 < 6⇥ 10�4 GeV2 in p"Au collisions (RAu ⇠ 7 fm). In143

the following simulations, we fix Q2 = 0GeV2 as default144

and take into account e↵ects of nonzero Q2 as a model145

uncertainty. The virtual photons are assumed to be fully146

unpolarized in this study.147

Rp+RA = 7.08 fm
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FIG. 4. The differential cross sections of UPCs as a function of
W . Thick black curve indicates the p"Au ! ⇡+n interaction
and thin blue curve indicates the p"Au ! ⇡+⇡0n interaction.

2. The differential cross sections as a function of z271

In the panel (a) of Fig. 5, we show the differential cross272

sections as a function of z, namely, d�/dz, for UPCs273

(dashed red line) and hadronic interactions (solid black274

line). UPCs dominate in d�/dz at z > 0.6 as under-275

stood by the total cross sections in Table I, and have a276

sharp peak around z = 0.95. This peak originates from277

the �⇤p" ! �+(1232) ! ⇡+n channel in UPCs. As278

found in the thick black curve in Fig. 4, a �⇤p" center-279

of-mass energy of 1.1 < W < 1.3GeV, a photon energy280

ranging from 0.17 < !rest
�⇤ < 0.5GeV in the proton rest281

frame, corresponds to the �+(1232) baryon-resonance re-282

gion that has a larger UPC cross section compared to283

higher energy regions due to the both ample photon flux284

and large �⇤p" ! �+(1232) cross section. Thus, low285

momentum neutrons produced by a pronounced �⇤p" in-286

teraction at 1.1 < W < 1.3GeV and emitted into ✓n ⇠ ⇡287

in the �⇤p" center-of-mass frame are boosted to nearly288

the same velocity of the projectile proton in the detec-289

tor reference frame. These neutrons lead to the forward290

neutrons sharply distributed around z = 0.95. Similarly,291

the neutrons emitted into ✓n ⇠ 0 at 1.1 < W < 1.3GeV292

in the �⇤p" center-of-mass frame cause the second peak293

round z = 0.65.294

3. The differential cross sections as a function of �295

In the panel (b) of Fig. 5, we compare the differential296

cross section as a function of �, namely, d�/d� between297

UPCs (dashed red line) and hadronic interactions (solid298

black line). We find that d�/d� of UPCs has substantial299

positive asymmetry compared with the negative asym-300

metry of hadronic interactions due to ApA
N

= �0.05.301

The UPC-induced asymmetry can be understood as302

follows. Replacing �⇡ with � in Eq. (5), the �-303

dependence of the UPC differential cross section is ap-304

proximated as305

d�UPC

d�
/ 1 + P2 cos�hT (✓⇡)i, (11)

where hT (✓⇡)i is an average of T (✓⇡) over ✓⇡ but the ra-306

pidity and z limits, ⌘ < 6.8 and z > 0.4, are applied.307

As we find in the d�UPC(p"Au)/dW distribution in Fig. 4,308

forward neutrons in UPCs are mainly produced by the309

�+(1232) ! ⇡+n decay at 1.1 < W < 1.3GeV where310

hT (✓⇡)i is ⇠ 0.7 as shown in Fig. 3. Conversely, res-311

onances at 1.5 < W < 1.8GeV have negative hT (✓⇡)i312

below ✓⇡ ⇠ 0.5. Thus the d�/d� distribution integrat-313

ing over W suffers from the both positive and negative314

hT (✓⇡)i and then totally gives ApA
N

= 0.3.315

4. Model uncertainties316

Finally, we discuss the following three uncertainties in317

the present UPC cross sections: (1) contribution from318

outside 1.1 < W < 2.0GeV, (2) contribution from the319

two-pion production process, and (3) effects of nonzero320

Q2.321

(1) We first compare the UPC cross sections in the322

following three energy ranges: W < 1.1GeV, 1.1 <323

W < 2.0GeV, and W > 2.0GeV. For the calculation324

of UPC cross sections, we use the framework in Ref. [8]325

instead of the framework developed in this paper, since326

maid2007 provides the �⇤p" differential cross sections327

only at 1.1 < W < 2.0GeV. In the framework in Ref. [8],328

the target proton polarization is not taken into account,329

however the cross sections integrated over polar and az-330

imuthal angles are independent of the target polarization.331

Unlike the framework developed in this paper, the total332

�⇤p" cross section ��⇤p"!⇡+n(W ) for this comparison is333

taken from the compilation of present experimental re-334

sults [22] at W < 7GeV and from the best COMPETE335

fit results [22] at W > 7GeV. The UPC cross sections336

in each energy range are summarized in Table. II. Note337

that the rapidity and z limits, ⌘ > 6.9 and z > 0.4,338

are applied to the these cross sections. According to Ta-339

ble II, we find that the cross sections at W < 1.1GeV340

and W > 2.0GeV are 2.1% and 6.6% of the cross section341

at 1.1 < W < 2.0GeV, respectively.342

(2) The contribution of the two-pion production343

�⇤p" ! ⇡+⇡0n appears above the threshold energy344

W ⇡ 1.25GeV. The UPC cross section in Table II is345

calculated using the 2-pion maid model [24], where the346

⌘ and z limits are not applied to neutrons. Comparing347

UPCs leading to two-pion production, 6.2mb present in348

Table II, with those leading to single pion production,349

41.7mb present in Table I, the former amounts to 14%350

to the latter cross section. According to the discussions351

in (1) and (2), we find that UPCs at 1.1 < W < 2.0GeV352

leading to single neutron production dominantly con-353

tribute to the single spin asymmetry for neutrons.354

2

A. Formalism for ultraperipheral67

polarized-proton–nucleus collisions68

The di↵erential cross section for single neutron pro-
duction in p"A UPCs is given by

d�4

UPC(p"A!⇡+n)

dWdb2d⌦n
=

d3N�⇤

dWdb2
d��⇤p"!⇡+n(W )

d⌦n
Phad(b)

(1)

whereN�⇤ is the number of the emitted photons, W is the69

�⇤p" center-of-mass energy, d⌦n = sin ✓n d✓n d�n with70

the neutron scattering polar angle ✓n and azimuthal an-71

gle �n in the �⇤p" center-of-mass frame, ��⇤p"!⇡+n(W )72

is the total cross section for a single photon interac-73

tion with a proton leading to single neutron production,74

and Phad(b) is the probability of having no hadronic in-75

teractions in p"A collisions at given b. We calculate76

d3N�⇤/dWdb2 and d��⇤p"!⇡+n(W )/d⌦n in Sec. II B and77

Sec. II C, respectively.78

A finite probability for having no hadronic interactions79

Phad(b) is introduced in order to account for a smooth cut80

o↵ around the impact parameter b = Rp + RA [9]. Rp81

and RA (RAl ⇠ 5 fm and RAu ⇠ 7 fm) are the radius of82

the proton and nucleus, respectively. The range of the83

impact parameter considered in the simulation extends84

from bmin = 4 fm to bmax = 105 fm. bmin is well below85

the sum of the e↵ective radii of colliding particles, and86

Phad(b) rapidly approaches zero below these nuclear radii.87

For comparisons with the simulation results of88

hadronic interactions in Sec. IV and the experimental re-89

sults from PHENIX in Sec. V, we will numerically trans-90

form the di↵erential cross section in Eq. (1) based on the91

�⇤p" center-of-mass frame to that in the detector refer-92

ence frame. The both frames are defined in Fig. 1.93

B. Simulation of the virtual photon flux94

Discussion in this subsection is based on the proton rest95

frame for the sake of simplicity unless otherwise noted.96

The virtual photons flux emitted by the relativistic nu-97

cleus is simulated using starlight which follows the98

Weizsäcker-Williams approximation [12, 13]. The double99

di↵erential photon flux due to the fast moving nucleus100

with velocity � is written as101

d3N�⇤

d!rest
�⇤ db2

=
Z2↵

⇡2

x2

!rest
�⇤ b2

✓
K2

1
(x) +

1

�2
K2

0
(x)

◆
, (2)

where !rest
�⇤ is the photon energy, Z is the electric charge102

(Z = 13 and 79 for Al and Au, respectively), ↵ is the fine103

structure constant, x = !rest
�⇤ b/� (� =

p
1� �2

�1/2
is the104

Lorentz factor), and K0 and K1 are the modified Bessel105

functions. In the case of a relativistic nucleus (� � 1), we106

safely disregard the contribution of the term K2

0
(x)/�2

107

in Eq. (2).108

In order to substitute Eq. (2) for Eq. (1), the photon109

energy !rest
�⇤ in the proton rest frame is properly trans-110

formed to the �⇤p" center-of-mass energy W .111

C. Simulation of the photon–polarized-proton112

interaction113

In this subsection, �⇤p" center-of-mass frame is refer-114

enced to. The kinematics of �⇤p" interaction is shown in115

the right panel of Fig. 1 and is defined as116

�⇤ (k) + p" (p) ! ⇡+ (q) + n (n), (3)

where the variables in brackets indicate the four-
momenta of each particle. We use the following notations
for these four-momenta,

kµ = (!�⇤ , k), pµ = (!p,�k), (4)

qµ = (!⇡, q), nµ = (!n,�q),

where the �⇤p" center-of-mass energy is given by W =117

!�⇤ + !p" .118

In the right panel of Fig. 1, we introduce the polar an-119

gle ✓⇡ and azimuthal angle �⇡ of q, with reference to a120

coordinate system with 3 axis along k and 1 and 2 axes121

such that k lies in the 13 plane. The proton is trans-122

versely polarized along 2 axis. The frame {1, 2, 3} pro-123

vides the scattering plane. The frame {x, y, z} is defined124

such that z axis is directed into the direction of k, y axis125

is perpendicular to the x–z reaction plane, and x axis is126

given by x = y ⇥ z.127

Single neutron and pion productions from the �⇤p" in-128

teraction are simulated following the di↵erential cross129

sections predicted by the maid2007 model. The cross130

section of the �⇤p" ! ⇡+n interaction is formed as [14]131

d��⇤p"!⇡+n

d⌦⇡
=

|q|
!�⇤

(R00

T + PyR
0y
T )

=
|q|
!�⇤

R00

T (1 + P2 cos�⇡T (✓⇡)),

(5)

where R00

T and R0y
T are the response functions for pion132

photoproduction, and Py and P2 are the proton polar-133

ization along y and 2 axes, respectively. In the third134

equation, R0y
T /R00

T and Py respectively are replaced with135

target asymmetry T (✓⇡) and P2 cos�⇡. We assume136

P2 = 1 and P1 = 0 in this study. Note that we137

can numerically obtain d��⇤p"!⇡+n/d⌦n in Eq. (1) from138

d��⇤p"!⇡+n/d⌦⇡ in Eq. (5) with the relation ✓n = ⇡�✓⇡139

and �n = ⇡ � �⇡.140

The photon virtuality is limited byQ2 < (1/RA)2, thus141

Q2 < 2⇥ 10�3 GeV2 in p"Al collisions (RAl ⇠ 5 fm) and142

Q2 < 6⇥ 10�4 GeV2 in p"Au collisions (RAu ⇠ 7 fm). In143

the following simulations, we fix Q2 = 0GeV2 as default144

and take into account e↵ects of nonzero Q2 as a model145

uncertainty. The virtual photons are assumed to be fully146

unpolarized in this study.147
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Origin of asymmetries in UPCs
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Target asymmetry T(θ) as a function of W
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FIG. 1. Left: coordinate axes in the detector reference frame. The �⇤p" center-of-mass frame {1, 2, 3}, detailed in the right
panel, is added for reference. Right: kinematical variables and coordinate axes in the �⇤p" center-of-mass frame.

Both baryon resonance and non-resonance contribu-148

tions are taken into account for neutron and pion produc-149

tions in maid2007. The model contains all four-star res-150

onances with masses below 2GeV and follows the Breit-151

Wigner forms for the resonance shape. Non-resonance152

background contribution contains the Born terms as de-153

tailed in Ref. [11].154

Due to the energy range guaranteed by maid2007, the155

minimum and maximum W values in the UPC MC sim-156

ulation are set as Wmin = 1.1GeV and Wmax = 2.0GeV,157

respectively. We will discuss cross section contribution158

from outside the above energy range in Sec. IVA.159

In Fig. 2, we show T (✓⇡) of the �⇤p" ! ⇡+n interac-160

tion as function of W . Thick and thin curves respectively161

correspond the rapidity of produced neutrons ⌘ = 6.8 and162

8.0 in the detector reference frame. Since the neutrons163

produced into negative z axis, namely, ✓⇡ ⇠ 0, more164

likely have large positive rapidity in the detector refer-165

ence frame, the both thick and thin curves shift to the166

large ✓⇡ region.167

III. METHODOLOGY OF SIMULATIONS IN168

HADRONIC INTERACTIONS169

Throughout this section, we use the detector reference170

frame defined in the left panel of Fig. 1.171

In this study, we e↵ectively obtain the di↵erential cross172

section of forward neutron production in p"A hadronic173

interactions as follows. First (Sec. IIIA), we calculate174

the cross section of inclusive neutrons in pp collisions,175

�pp!nX , using a simple one-pion exchange model. Note176

that this calculation is performed for unpolarized pro-177

tons. One-pion exchange model has well described for-178
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FIG. 2. Target asymmetry T (✓⇡) of the �⇤p" ! ⇡+n inter-
action as function of W . Thick and thin curves respectively
correspond the rapidity ⌘ = 6.8 and 8.0 of produced neutrons
in the detector reference frame.

ward neutron production in pp collisions at ISR [15] and179

RHIC [2] and in ep collisions at HERA [16].180

Second (Sec. III B), the cross section of the pA ! nX181

interaction, �pA!nX , can be calculated by �pp!nX and182

the Gribov-Glauber model [17, 18]. Here we avoid an183

implementation of multiple scattering of a projectile pro-184

ton with a nucleus, and instead we multiply the pp cross185

section �pp!nX with the inelastic cross section ratio186

�pA/�pp obtained from Ref. [19].187

photon
proton

ZDC (η>6.8) can detect neutrons in this region.

Neutrons emitted at θπ (≡θn-π) ~ π/2 
have sizable pT, thus they have larger 
rapidities.

ZDC Au beam
p beam
θπ

π

n

γ+p CM frame
(proton is polarized 

to 2-axis)
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Hadronic interactions (one-π exchange)

4

For the �-dependence of the di↵erential cross section,188

we multiply d�pA!nX/d⌦n with 1+cos�AHAD(pA)

N
in or-189

der to e↵ectively take into account the single spin asym-190

metry AHAD(pA)

N
(Sec. III B).191

A. Simulation of the proton–proton interaction192

The di↵erential cross section for inclusive neutrons in193

pp collisions at the center-of-mass energy
p
s as a func-194

tion of z and pT is formed in terms of the pion-exchange195

model [20] as196

z
d�pp!nX

dzdp2
T

= S2

✓
↵0
⇡

8

◆2

|t|G2

⇡+pn(t)|⌘⇡(t)|
2

⇥ (1� z)1�2↵⇡(t)�tot

⇡++p(M
2

X),

(6)

where S2 is the rapidity gap survival factor, ↵⇡ =197

↵0
⇡(t � m2

⇡) is the pion trajectory with the slope ↵0
⇡198

and the pion mass m⇡, t is the four-momentum transfer199

squared, G⇡+pn(t) is the e↵ective vertex function, ⌘⇡(t)200

is the phase factor [20], and �tot

⇡+p(M
2

X) is the total cross201

section of the ⇡+p ! X interactions at the ⇡+p center-202

of-mass energy M2

X = (1 � z)s. The e↵ective vertex203

function is parametrized as G⇡+pn(t) = g⇡+pne
R2

⇡t us-204

ing the pion–nucleon coupling g⇡+pn and the t-slope pa-205

rameter R2

⇡. In this study, we fix ↵0
⇡ = 1.0GeV�2 and206

g2⇡+pn/8⇡ = 13.75 which are consistent with the results207

at HERA [16, 21], and follow the best COMPETE fit208

results [22] for �tot

⇡+p(M
2

X). Since the parameters S2 and209

R2

⇡ have been poorly determined to date, we use S2 = 0.2210

and R2

⇡ = 0.3GeV�2 that derive the best agreement with211

the forward neutron d�p"p!nX/dz distribution measured212

at the PHENIX experiment [2]. These best-fit values are213

compatible with other experimental results [23].214

B. Single spin asymmetry in215

polarized-proton–nucleus collisions216

As introduced in the third paragraph of Sec. III, we217

avoid an implementation of multiple scattering of a pro-218

jectile proton with a nucleus. On the other hand, we219

e↵ectively obtain the pA cross sections �pA!nX by mul-220

tiplying �pp!nX in Eq. (6) with the inelastic cross sec-221

tion ratio �pA/�pp = A0.42 that is calculated in Ref. [19].222

Thus we obtain223

z
d�pA!nX

dzdp2
T

= z
d�pp!nX

dzdp2
T

A0.42. (7)

Single spin asymmetry for forward neutrons in224

polarized-proton–proton (p"p) interaction can be orig-225

inated in the interference of pion (spin-flip) and a1-226

Reggeon (nonflip) exchanges [4] that well reproduces the227

result from the PHENIX experiment: App
N

= �0.08 ±228

0.02 [2]. Preliminary results in Ref. [5] based on the same229

approach as Ref. [4] state that single spin asymmetry for230

forward neutrons in hadronic p"A collisions is also de-231

scribed by the pion–a1-Reggeon interference followed by232

a nuclear breakup. We omit in this paper to implement233

the pion–a1 interference in the simulation. Alternatively,234

we multiply the pA di↵erential cross section in Eq. (7) by235

1 + cos�AHAD(pA)

N
, where we take AHAD(pAu)

N
= �0.05236

and AHAD(pAl)

N
= �0.05 from Ref. [5].237

Finally, we obtain using Eq. (7),238

z
d�p"A!nX

dzdp2
T

= z
d�pA!nX

dzdp2
T

(1 + cos�AHAD(pA)

N
)

= z
d�pp!nX

dzdp2
T

A0.42(1 + cos�AHAD(pA)

N
).

(8)

IV. RESULTS239

A. Simulation results in p"Au collisions at240 p
sNN = 200GeV241

1. The total cross sections242

First, we calculate the total cross section of the243

p"Au ! nX interaction at
p
sNN = 200GeV and com-244

pare it between UPCs and hadronic interactions. The245

total cross section for UPCs is calculated by integrating246

Eq. (1) over W , b, and ⌦n:247

�UPC(p"Au!⇡+n) =

Z

⌦n

Z bmin

bmin

Z Wmax

Wmin

d�4

UPC(p"Au!⇡+n)

dWdb2d⌦n

⇥ Phad(b)2⇡b dW db d⌦n,
(9)

where we require a single neutron scattered into the ra-248

pidity region y > 6.9 and the longitudinal momentum249

fraction region z > 0.4. The rapidity limit corresponds250

to the acceptance of a zero-degree calorimeter at RHIC251

and the z limit is introduced to remove the contribu-252

tion of low-energy forward neutrons. These cuts are253

consistent with the RHIC measurements [2]. As ad-254

dressed in Sec. II A, we fix bmin = 4 fm, bmax = 105 fm,255

Wmin = 1.1GeV, and Wmax = 2.0GeV. We then obtain256

�UPC(p"Au!⇡+n) = 19.6mb.257

For the discussions in Sec. IVA2 and IVA4, here258

we show the di↵erential UPC cross sections at
p
sNN =259

200GeV as a function of W in Fig. 3. The260

d�UPC(p"Au)/dW values are calculated by integrating261

Eq. (1) over b and ⌦n. For simplicity, no kinematical262

limit is applied to such integration. Thick black curve in-263

dicates the p"Au ! ⇡+n interaction and thin blue curve264

indicates the two-pion production �⇤p" ! ⇡+⇡0n.265

The total cross section for hadronic interaction is cal-266
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UPCs and OPE at the ZDC acceptance
7
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FIG. 4. The di↵erential cross sections of UPCs and hadronic interactions as a function of z and �. Solid black lines indicate
hadronic interactions and dashed red lines indicate UPCs.

such a BBC veto e↵ectively select UPC-rich events. In423

p"Au collisions, open blue square representing AUPC

N
of424

only the UPCs MC simulations is comparable with the425

PHENIX data with the BBC veto. This indicates that426

the fraction of UPCs in the PHENIX data is significantly427

enhanced by the BBC veto, although the actual fraction428

is not presently reported. Conversely in p"Al collisions,429

the PHENIX data provides AN = 0.08 ± 0.01 which is430

far smaller than AUPC

N
= 0.3 (open blue square). Note431

that AUPC

N
in p"Al collisions is same as in p"Au collisions,432

since AUPC

N
depends only on the �⇤p" interactions which433

are common between p"Al and p"Au collisions. A possi-434

ble inference for the di↵erence between the observed AN435

and AUPC

N
is that the fraction of hadronic interaction,436

⇠ 10 times larger than UPCs in inclusive measurements,437

is still sizable in the PHENIX data even though UPC-438

rich events are preferentially selected by the BBC veto.439

If our MC simulations are correct and pure UPC data440

is experimentally available, the AN values in p"Al col-441

lisions may be comparable with that in p"Au collisions442

and consistent with AUPC

N
.443

VI. CONCLUSIONS444

We demonstrated in this paper that ultraperipheral445

p"A collisions have large AN for forward neutrons using446

the MC simulation framework developed for this study.447

The present UPC simulation consisted of the following448

two parts; first, the simulation of the virtual photon449
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FIG. 1. Left: coordinate axes in the detector reference frame. The �⇤p" center-of-mass frame {1, 2, 3}, detailed in the right
panel, is added for reference. Right: kinematical variables and coordinate axes in the �⇤p" center-of-mass frame.

Both baryon resonance and non-resonance contribu-148

tions are taken into account for neutron and pion produc-149

tions in maid2007. The model contains all four-star res-150

onances with masses below 2GeV and follows the Breit-151

Wigner forms for the resonance shape. Non-resonance152

background contribution contains the Born terms as de-153

tailed in Ref. [11].154

Due to the energy range guaranteed by maid2007, the155

minimum and maximum W values in the UPC MC sim-156

ulation are set as Wmin = 1.1GeV and Wmax = 2.0GeV,157

respectively. We will discuss cross section contribution158

from outside the above energy range in Sec. IVA.159

In Fig. 2, we show T (✓⇡) of the �⇤p" ! ⇡+n interac-160

tion as function of W . Thick and thin curves respectively161

correspond the rapidity of produced neutrons ⌘ = 6.8 and162

8.0 in the detector reference frame. Since the neutrons163

produced into negative z axis, namely, ✓⇡ ⇠ 0, more164

likely have large positive rapidity in the detector refer-165

ence frame, the both thick and thin curves shift to the166

large ✓⇡ region.167

III. METHODOLOGY OF SIMULATIONS IN168

HADRONIC INTERACTIONS169

Throughout this section, we use the detector reference170

frame defined in the left panel of Fig. 1.171

In this study, we e↵ectively obtain the di↵erential cross172

section of forward neutron production in p"A hadronic173

interactions as follows. First (Sec. IIIA), we calculate174

the cross section of inclusive neutrons in pp collisions,175

�pp!nX , using a simple one-pion exchange model. Note176

that this calculation is performed for unpolarized pro-177

tons. One-pion exchange model has well described for-178
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FIG. 2. Target asymmetry T (✓⇡) of the �⇤p" ! ⇡+n inter-
action as function of W . Thick and thin curves respectively
correspond the rapidity ⌘ = 6.8 and 8.0 of produced neutrons
in the detector reference frame.

ward neutron production in pp collisions at ISR [15] and179

RHIC [2] and in ep collisions at HERA [16].180

Second (Sec. III B), the cross section of the pA ! nX181

interaction, �pA!nX , can be calculated by �pp!nX and182

the Gribov-Glauber model [17, 18]. Here we avoid an183

implementation of multiple scattering of a projectile pro-184

ton with a nucleus, and instead we multiply the pp cross185

section �pp!nX with the inelastic cross section ratio186

�pA/�pp obtained from Ref. [19].187
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FIG. 5. Single spin asymmetry AN of forward neutron. Filled
black marker indicates the PHENIX results. Open red cir-
cle and open blue squares indicate the asymmetry obtained
by the sum of UPCs and hadronic interactions and by only
hadronic interactions, respectively.

flux was performed by the starlight event generator450

and, second, the simulation of the �⇤p" ! ⇡+n interac-451

tion followed the di↵erential cross sections predicted by452

maid2007 unitary isobar model. In the �⇤p" interaction,453

the target asymmetry T (✓⇡) was appropriately treated.454

According to the MC simulations, we found UPCs in p"A455

collisions leading to AUPC(pA)

N
= 0.3. Concerning for-456

ward neutron production of p"A hadronic interaction, the457

simulation model used an one-pion exchange model and458

the Glauber model. The single spin asymmetry was ef-459

fectively taken in account by multiplying d�pA!nX/d⌦n460

with 1 + cos�ApA
N

where ApA
N

= �0.05. Combining the461

di↵erential cross sections of UPCs and hadronic interac-462

tions, we simulated the z and � distributions for inclusive463

forward neutrons. The AN values for inclusive neutrons464

at 6.8 < ⌘ < 8.8 and z > 0.4 were predicted as �0.02465

and 0.15 in p"Al and p"Au collisions, respectively. These466

were consistent with the recently reported PHENIX re-467

sults. The predicted AN of pure UPCs is consistent with468

the PHENIX data with the BBC veto in p"Au collisions,469

however is far larger than the PHENIX data in p"Al col-470

lisions.471

For future analyses, we plan to extend the present sim-472

ulation framework to take the contribution of the two-473

pion production �⇤p" ! ⇡+⇡0n into account. This would474

provide more accurate description of AN of forward neu-475

trons. Another extension is to take account of a possible476

interference between electromagnetic and hadronic inter-477

actions as we have known as Coulomb-nuclear interfer-478

ence.479
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Disentangling transverse single spin asymmetries for forward
neutrons in high-energy polarized-proton–nucleus collisions

G. Mitsuka∗1

It is reported from the PHENIX experiment at BNL-
RHIC that the transverse single spin asymmetry, de-
noted AN, for forward neutrons measured in transversely-
polarized-proton–nucleus (pA) collisions at

√
sNN =

200GeV is far different from that in proton–proton (pp)
collisions at

√
s = 200GeV1) (see the panel (b) of Fig. 1.)

We will present, in the rest of the report, important and
rather unknown mechanism: ultra-peripheral pA collisions
(UPCs, also known as Primakoff effects). UPCs lead to
very large AN, say 0.35, and have cross sections propor-
tional to Z2 of nuclei. UPCs contribute to inclusively mea-
sured AN modestly in pAl collisions and significantly in
pAu collisions. UPCs occur when the impact parameter b
is larger than the sum of the radii of each colliding parti-
cle, namely, b > Rp +RA (Rp and RA are the radius of the
proton and nucleus, respectively). In UPCs, virtual photons
(γ∗) emitted from the relativistic nucleus interact with po-
larized protons and then produce one or more neutrons and
other particles.

The differential cross section for single pion and neutron
production, dominant among many other channels, in UPCs
is given by

dσ4
UPC(pA→π+n)

dWdb2dΩn
=

d3Nγ∗

dWdb2

dσγ∗p→π+n(W )

dΩn
Phad(b) (1)

where d3Nγ∗/dωrest
γ∗ db2 is the double differential photon

flux due to the fast moving nucleus, W is the γ∗p center-
of-mass energy, dΩn = sinΘdΘdΦ with the neutron scat-
tering polar angle Θ and azimuthal angle Φ in the γ∗p
center-of-mass frame, and Phad(b) is the probability of hav-
ing no hadronic interactions in pA collisions at given b. Sin-
gle neutron and pion productions from the γ∗p interaction
are simulated following the differential cross sections pre-
dicted by the MAID 2007 model2). The cross section of the
γ∗p → π+n interaction is approximated as

dσγ∗p→π+n

dΩπ
∝ R00

T

(
1+ cosΦ

R0y
T

R00
T

)
, (2)

where R00
T and R0y

T are the response functions for pion pho-
toproduction. AN for forward neutrons in UPCs (hereafter
AUPC

N ) inherits the target asymmetry T (π −Θ) ≡ R0y
T /R00

T
in Eq. (2) which are ∼ 0.7 at W < 1.3GeV and ∼ −0.2 at
W > 1.3GeV within the PHENIX detector acceptance. Ac-
cordingly UPCs provide AUPC

N ∼ 0.35 for forward neutrons.
In the panel (a) of Fig. 1, we show the differential cross

section in pAu collisions as a function of Φ, dσ/dΦ, for
UPCs (dashed red line) and an one-pion exchange model
(OPE) that represents hadronic interactions occuring at b <
∗1 RIKEN Nishina Center

Rp +RA (solid black line). AN originated in OPE well ex-
plains the PHENIX result in pp collisions but does not in
pA collisions. In this study, the Glauber multiple scatter-
ing model is applied to OPE to account for nuclear effects.
Here we see that UPCs have positive and large AUPC

N com-
pared with AOPE

N =−0.05 of hadronic interactions.
In the panel (b) of Fig. 1, filled black circles indi-

cate AN inclusively measured by the PHENIX zero-degree
calorimeter1). These AN values can be compared with open
red circles that correspond to the sum of UPCs and OPE
MC simulations, denoted AUPC+OPE

N . AUPC+OPE
N is calcu-

lated as

AUPC+OPE
N =

σUPCAUPC
N +σOPEAOPE

N
σUPC +σOPE

, (3)

where σUPC and σOPE are the cross sections of UPCs and
OPE, respectively. In pAu collisions, since σUPC ≃ σOPE,
we obtain AUPC+OPE

N = 0.16 that is consistent with the
PHENIX result. Consistency between our simulation re-
sult AUPC+OPE

N =−0.02 and the PHENIX data is also found
in pAl collisions, where σUPC is 8% of σOPE.

In this report, using the MC simulation framework devel-
oped for this study, we demonstrated that ultra-peripheral
pA collisions have large AN for inclusive forward neutrons.
Large AN in UPCs was evident in the differential cross sec-
tions as a function of Φ. AN predicted by our MC simu-
lations combining UPCs and OPE are consistent with the
recent PHENIX results in both pAl and pAu collisions.
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Comparison of AN as a function of Z.
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Inclusive AN of the MC simulations can be 
written as

6

TABLE I. Cross sections for neutron production in ultra-
peripheral collisions and hadronic interactions at

p
sNN =

200GeV. Cross sections in parentheses are calculated without
⌘ and z limits.

UPCs Hadronic interactions
p"Al p"Au p"Al p"Au

0.7mb (2.2mb) 19.6mb (41.7mb) 8.3mb 19.2mb

TABLE II. Cross sections in ultraperipheral pAu collisions atp
sNN = 200GeV.

pAu ! nX (⌘ > 6.9 and z > 0.4) p"Au ! ⇡+⇡0n
< 1.1GeV 1.1–2.0GeV > 2.0GeV 1.25–2.0GeV
0.6mb 27.4mb 1.8mb 6.2mb

that the rapidity and z limits, ⌘ > 6.9 and z > 0.4,344

are applied to the these cross sections. According to Ta-345

ble II, we find that the cross sections at W < 1.1GeV346

and W > 2.0GeV are 2.1% and 6.6% of the cross section347

at 1.1 < W < 2.0GeV, respectively.348

(2) The contribution of the two-pion production349

�⇤p" ! ⇡+⇡0n appears above the threshold energy350

W ⇡ 1.25GeV. The UPC cross section in Table II is351

calculated using the 2-pion maid model [24], where the352

⌘ and z limits are not applied to neutrons. Comparing353

UPCs leading to two-pion production, 6.2mb present in354

Table II, with those leading to single pion production,355

41.7mb present in Table I, the former amounts to 14%356

to the latter cross section. According to the discussions357

in (1) and (2), we find that UPCs at 1.1 < W < 2.0GeV358

leading to single neutron and pion production dominantly359

contribute to the single spin asymmetry for neutrons.360

(3) E↵ects of nonzero Q2 to single spin asymmetry in361

UPCs are tested by comparing the total cross sections362

and d�/d� distributions between Q2 = 0 and Q2 6= 0.363

For the nonzero Q2 values, we use Q2 = 6⇥ 10�4 GeV2
364

in p"Au collisions and Q2 = 2⇥ 10�3 GeV2 in p"Al colli-365

sions. In both collisions, the cross section for forward366

neutron production at Q2 6= 0 is at most 2% larger367

than those at Q2 = 0. Since d�/d� is proportional to368

1 + P2 cos�T (✓⇡) and T (✓⇡) is a function of Q2, the369

d�/d� distribution is modified byQ2 depending on cos�.370

Accordingly, AUPC(pAu)

N
, obtained from hT (✓⇡)i averaged371

over W and ✓⇡, at Q2 = 1⇥ 10�3 GeV2 is ⇠ 10% smaller372

than that at Q2 = 0.373

The model uncertainties discussed in this subsection374

are summarized in Table III.375

B. Simulation results in p"Al collisions at376 p
s = 200GeV377

Total cross sections for UPCs and hadronic interac-378

tions in p"Al collisions are summarized in Table I. The379

UPC cross section is �UPC(p"Al) = 0.7mb which is ⇠ 10%380

TABLE III. Summary of uncertainties in the UPC MC simu-
lation.

(1) Energy range �<1.1GeV/�1.1�2.0GeV 2.1%
�>2.0GeV/�1.1�2.0GeV 6.6%

(2) Two-pion production �p"Au!⇡+⇡0n/�p"Au!⇡+n 14%
(3) Q2 range �Q2 6=0/�Q2=0 < 2%

AQ2 6=0
N /AQ2=0

N �10%

of �HAD(p"Al) = 8.3mb, where UPCs in p"Al collisions381

are highly suppressed compared with those in p"Au col-382

lisions due to / Z2.383

In the panel (c) of Fig. 4, we show d�/dz for UPCs384

(dashed red line) and hadronic interactions (solid black385

line). We find UPCs leading to sub-dominant contribu-386

tion to the d�/dz distribution at z < 0.95.387

Finally, in the panel (d) of Fig. 4, we compare d�/d�388

between UPCs (dashed red line) and hadronic interac-389

tions (solid black line). Although the UPC cross section390

is at most 10% of hadronic interactions, the large positive391

asymmetry of UPCs eventually compensates the negative392

small asymmetry of hadronic interactions.393

V. DISCUSSIONS394

We compare the simulation results with the observed395

AN values in p"Al and p"Au collisions at
p
sNN =396

200GeV. Figure 5 shows AN as a function of the atomic397

number Z in p"p, p"Al and p"Au collisions.398

Filled black circles indicate the AN values inclusively399

measured by the PHENIX zero-degree calorimeter [1],400

where the neutron rapidity and z ranges are limited by401

6.8 < ⌘ < 8.8 and z > 0.4, respectively. These val-402

ues can be compared with open red circles indicating the403

sum of UPCs and hadronic interactions MC simulations,404

denoted AUPC+HAD

N
. These are obtained by405

d�UPC

d�
+

d�HAD

d�
/ 1 + cos�AUPC+HAD

N
. (12)

For the MC simulation results, the neutron rapidity406

and z region limits, 6.8 < ⌘ < 8.8 and z > 0.4,407

are also taken into account to be consistent with the408

PHENIX measurements. In p"Al collisions, we ob-409

tain AUPC+HAD

N
= �0.02 which is consistent with the410

PHENIX result AN = �0.015 ± 0.005. In p"Au colli-411

sions, we have AUPC+HAD

N
= 0.15 that can be under-412

stood by dominance of UPCs, having large positive AN,413

in the inclusively measured AN value that are evident in414

Fig. 4 and Table I. Note that a model uncertainty in415

AUPC+HAD

N
, estimated by taking account of nonzero Q2

416

discussed in Sec. IVA4, amounts 10%.417

Filled black squares are the AN values measured by418

the PHENIX zero-degree calorimeter requiring a veto on419

the beam-beam counters (BBCs) covering 3.0 < |⌘| <420

3.9 [25]. Since a nucleus in UPCs coherently scatters with421

a proton and thus does not generate underlying particles,422
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Summary of asymmetries in pA
• UPCs and hadronic interactions explain the PHENIX-ZDC data. 

- γp interactions produce large π0 asymmetries. 
- Photon flux depending on Z2 enhances asymmetries for heavy nuclei.  
- π-a1 interference well reproduced the asymmetries in pp.
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• xF and pT dependent analysis is ongoing at PHENIX.
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Comments on π0 asymmetries in pA
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FIG. 2. The invariant-mass spectrum of the z -p system in
p+Pb xo+p+Pb for tr't &1&10 ' (GeV/c) . Peaks due
to the 6+(1232) and N*(1520) resonances are shown. Re-
gions I and II are defined in the text.

of the diffractive dissociation process is not negligible.
The analyzing power of this process is expected to be
zero, because the single Pomeron exchange with dia-
grams known as the Deck effect dominates the process.
The observed p-angle dependence of the coherent n pro-
duction process may be expressed as 1+[fT(8)Ps]cos(s,
where the parameter f is a dilution factor due to the
diffractive dissociation. The raw asymmetry at p is given
as

A(y) [N'(y) —N'(y)]/[N (p)+N ((s)]
=fT(8)Ps cosp e cosp, (2)

t

where Nt(p) and N'(p) are the number of events at (s

for the up and down spin directions of the incident pro-
ton, respectively.
The asymmetry parameter e is obtained by fitting the

observed values of A ((s) with the functional form
A(p) =ecosp. The fit was made for two regions of the
e -p mass: (I) 5 region, m & 1.36 GeV/c and (II) in-
terference region, 1.36 &m & 1.52 GeV/c . The asym-
metry in region I was found to be —0.005+ 0.017, and
is consistent with T(8) almost zero in this region. In re-
gion II, we obtained e —0.14+.0.03, with a g per de-
gree of freedom of 0.83.
In order to confirm that the observed asymmetry is

due to the Coulomb coherent process, the following two
checks were made. First, the asymmetry of the same
mass region at 2.5&10 & t

I't &5X 10 (GeV/c),
where the diffractive process is dominant, was measured
to be 0.012~ 0.028. This result is consistent with the as-
sumption that the diffractive-dissociation process has no
polarization asymmetry. Second, the asymmetry in re-
gion II was measured to be —0.002 ~ 0.022 with an un-
polarized proton beam. These two null results confirm
that the present asymmetry result is free from systematic
bias within the errors quoted above.
The dilution factor f in Eq. (2) is estimated by fitting

the t' distribution of the events, assuming the observed
cross section is a sum of the Coulomb process and the
diffractive process, as smeared by the detector resolution.
The t' distribution is the sum of two cross sections,
do/dr day/dt+daD'/dt, where doc/dt and dcxD/dt are
the Coulomb and diffractive cross sections, respectively,
plus a possible interference term which should be small
due to the approximate 90 relative phase. By including
the r resolution of the detector (ht' hP, ), the observ-
able distribution is calculated numerically from a convo-
lution integral,

1
Nob, (t') exp2~aP'

(P, -P, )'
2h,P C, +D d Pr

dcrc daD
dr' ch' (3)

where P, and P, are the exact and smeared momentum
transfers, respectively, and C and D are normalization
coefficients. The observed r' distribution, N,b, (t'),
behaves as exp( bt') for t

1't & I X—10 (GeV/c); this
is due almost entirely to detector resolution. Above t t't
of 3 x 10 (GeV/c ), the Coulomb part N~ (r ') of
N», (t') behaves approximately as t F(t) t / t t t . The
diffraction part, ND(t'), alone may be expressed as
ND(t') =Dexp( bDt'), where bD—=(I/bD+2API )
and bD is the slope parameter of the diffractive process.
After subtracting the background events due to air by
using the data taken without a target in place, the t' dis-
tribution of the events for the Pb target was fitted with
the form N(t'), where the free parameters are AP„bD,
C, and D. During fitting we allowed an interference
term with the amplitudes of the two processes and vari-
able phase. No significant change in fit quality due to
interference was found within experimental errors. The

t' distributions of the events together with the best-fit
values for both Nc(t') and ND(t') are given in Fig. 3.
The values obtained for the fit parameters for the region
of M,o 1.36-1.52 GeV/c are the following: hP,
18.4+ 2.4 MeV/c, bD 503+t23 (GeV/c), andf 0.55+on j7o for t

t'
t & I & 10 (GeV/c), with

g /NDF 0.7.
The value found for AP, is consistent with the simula-

tion calculations. The slope parameter of the diffractive
process depends on the mass of the x p system and on
the nuclear radius. ' Empirically it is expressed as
bD =R,tr/4, where R,n is the sum of the interaction ra-
dius of the elementary process from a nucleon target and
the rms radius of a nucleus. The value obtained for bD is
slightly larger than the value calculated by the empirical
formula. The t' distributions were obtained using carbon
and copper targets and were also fitted in the same way.
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I: AN ~ 0 
II: AN = -0.57

• xF and pT dependent π0 asymmetries in pAl and pAu provide crucial data to 
disentangle not only single spin but also particle production mechanisms. 
- π/a1+UPCs or πN+UPCs or π/a1+πN+UPCs?

A good motivation of the RHICf (hopefully with Si) at sPHENIX

No xF/pT dependence
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Photopion production formalism

42 F.A. BERENDS et al. 

The val idi ty  and power  of th is  approach  to data ana ly s i s  has  been demon-  
s t r a t e d  c l ea r ly  in the phase - sh i f t  ana ly s i s  of p ion-nucleon  sca t t e r ing  [4, 60, 
61]. 

T h e r e  is  one fu r the r  use  to which the theory  can be put. A lmos t  all  photo. 
product ion  data cons is t  of photoproduct ion of ~+ and ~o f r o m  pro tons ,  and 
photoproduct ion data f r o m  neut rons  (via a deute ron  ta rge t )  or  data on the 
i nv e r se  p r o c e s s ,  n- rad ia t ive  cap tu re  on p ro tons ,  a r e  few and have l a rge  
e r r o r s .  Consequently,  an ana lys i s  will obtain the ampl i tudes  c~i .(3)  and the 
combinat ion  ~ l ,  (0) + ~QKI~. (1), not the ampl i tudes  cT]~l~(0) and c)?~ (1) s ep -  
a ra te ly .  However ,  once the phase  of the ClKl±(0) and Q]~I±(1) ampl i tudes  i s  
known (and th is  is  found in the cou r s e  of the fit) they can be s e p a r a t e d  by 
the theory .  

The data a r e  divided into two regions :  the reg ion  of the f i r s t  r e sonance  
(< 450 MeV photon lab energy) ,  and the region of the higher  r e s o n a n c e s  
(> 600 MeV photon lab energy) ,  with v e r y  few data in between.  Th i s  divis ion 
coincides  conveniently with the divis ion in the sca t t e r ing  data d i s cus sed  
above.  In the low-ene rgy  region the theory ,  as  developed he re ,  d e s c r i b e s  
the s i tuat ion m o r e  or  l e s s  comple te ly  (see e.g. r e f s .  [8, 24]). In the high-  
energy  region a detai led fit  of the resonan t  ampl i tudes  mus t  be  made.  Th i s  
work  is  now in p r o g r e s s ,  and will be d e s c r i b e d  in a subsequent  paper .  

Two of the au thors  (F. A. B. and D. W.) would l ike to thank P r o f e s s o r  
L. Van Hove and P r o f e s s o r  J. P ren tk i  for  the kind hospi ta l i ty  of the CERN 
Theo ry  Division.  

APPENDIX A 

Cross section and polarization formulae 

A. 1. Photopion production. The di f ferent ia l  c r o s s  sec t ion  for  the t r ans i t ion  
f r o m  an init ial  7 - N  state  i to a final p ion-nucleon  s ta te  f i s  given by 

d~ q i<xfl~lxi>l 2 d ~ -  k ' (A.1) 

where  

=ia'E ~i  +a- qcr.(}~×6) ~2 +i t r 'kq '6  ~3 + i~ 'qq '6  ~4" (A.2) 
First of all we will evaluate those cross sections in which the polariza- 

tion of the final nucleon is unobserved. Summing over the final spin states 
yields 

<xft ~1 xi>* <xfl ~1 xi> ~ <xil ~*~1  xi> 
f where  

~ *  ~ -- I ~112 {6* -6 + ia. (6* × 6)} + I ~212 {"" (}~ × e * ) . .  (k × 6)} 
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+ ~r~ 9r2{_ia. (~ x e ) ~ .  e* + i a .  qk" (e × e*) 

- i a .  e*4 .  (k xe )  + (e* x ~). (k x e)} 

+ 9r 1 5r3{ia" (e* x / 0 0 "  e} 
* ~* ~* + ~i ~;4{0"e 0" +ia. ( ×0)0-e} 

+ ~r 2 + ia"  ~0" (~ X V*)q" e 

+ ia .  (k×  e*)~.  k~. e}  

+ 5r~. ~r4{O" e ia"  (~ x e*)} 

+ ~  5r4{q" e * 0 " e  [0" ~+  i a - ( ~  x 0)]} 

+ Hermi t ian  conjugate of the off-diagonal e lements .  (A. 3) 
Choosing a co-ord ina te  f r a m e  in which the production plane is the x, z 

plane and introducing the unit vec to r s  e l ,  e2, e3 (= ~) in the x, y and z di-  
rec t ions  respect ive ly ,  then for right and left c i rcu la r ly  polar ized photons 
(helicity ± 1), 

e = e± = ~:~2(el ± ie2) , (A.4) 

and for l inear ly  polar ized photons 

e = el  cos ~o + e2 sin ~o 

1 r ^ i ~ o  e = ~]~.= - - e-lq),~+}. (A.5) 

Polarized nucleon circularly polarized photon. Introducing the initial 
nucleon polarizat ion by 

P = (Xi[(/l Xi>, (A.6) 
then 

<Xil~rt' ~:± [Xi)=(l + k ' P ) ° t +  f l ± s i n O e l ' P ~ ' + s i n O e 2  • 1)5, (A.7) 
where 

~ =  I 112 + 2 - 2 c o s o  Re(~r~ ~r2)+ sin20 Re{~r~ ~r 4 + ~ 2  ~r3}, (A.8) 

= ½ s in20{I  5r312 + 15r412 + 2 cos  0 R e ( ~  5r4)} , (A.9) 

T = R e { ~  5r 3 - ~r 2 9r4} + cos 0 Re{~r~ ~4 - ~r2 5r3}, (A.10) 

6 : I m { ~  ~3 - ~r* 2 ~r4} + cos 0 Im{ ~r~ ~r 4 _ ~r~ ~3} 

- sin20 I m ( ~  ~4).  (A.11) 
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Fo r  t h e s p e c i a l  c a se  of the init ial  nucleon being po l a r i zed  along, o r  op-  
pos i te ,  to k, one obta ins  r e spec t i ve ly  

< X i l ~  ~+lXi) = (1=~1) el + /3, (A.12) 
t 

and 

<xil ~ ~:lxi> = (l+i) ~ +/3. (A.13) 
Insert ion of eqs. (A.7), (A.19.) or (A.13) in eq. (A.1) gives the appropriate 

c r o s s  sect ions.  

Polarized nucleon, unpolarized photon 
d ( r + ( P )  d(r_(P) 

d~(P) ½1 ~- + d~ 
df~ = 

=-q{~ +/3+ sinOe2. P6} 
k 

Unpolarized nucleon, circularly polarized photon 
d(r+ d(r_ d(r 0 q lot + /3} 
df~ - d ~  - d~  - k 

where  d(r0/df~ is  the c r o s s  sect ion for  an .unpolar ized  initial  s tate.  
(Note that  in the hel ie i ty  f o r m a l i s m ,  

d% q 9 9. 9. 2} da =~-k{Is~,-~l + Is½,_gl + Is_½,_½1 + IX_½,_~I 

: ~{ls~+l 9.+ I~+12+ 1~-19. + Iss-12} -d~- dfl ' 

which is  in d i s a g r e e m e n t  with the r e s u l t  obtained by Zweig [54]. ) 

(A.14) 

(A.15) 

Unpolarized nucleon, linearly polarized photon 
F r o m  eq. (A.5) it foUows that  

~r~(~)~r(~)=½{Sr I ~r++ ~r~_ ~ _ 2Re(e2i~ 0 ~r: ~r_)}, 
and consequently 
da(~) d(r0 q 1 d~ - ~ + ~ c ° s  2~0 sin 20{½15r312+ ~1 5r412+ 

+ Re(Sr~ 9r 3 + 5r~ 5r4) +cos 0 Re(Sr~ 5r4) } .(A.16) 

Using eClS. (A.8), (A.9) and (A.15), eq. (A.16) can be recast easily into the 
form usually quoted [24] viz. 
k d(r 2 2 * qa-~={[Srll 2+ 15r21 +½19r312+½1Sr41 +Re(~ 15r~)+Re(~r2~r3)} 

! d�0

d⌦
=

q

k
(↵+ �), AN =

sin ✓ �

↵+ �

(Berends et al. NPB 4, 1 ‘67)
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Photopion production
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For  photoproduction the mat r ix  [C] must  be multiplied by 4 u W / m  and all 
quanti t ies taken at K 2 = 0. Of course  only the f i r s t  four rows and columns 
contribute to photoproduction. 

By a lengthy but s t ra ight forward  calculat ion [50] one can connect ~ with 
the eigenamplitudes of par i ty  and angular  momentum. 

For  e lect roproduct ion there  a r e  six types  of t rans i t ions  possible  to a 
u-N final state with angular  momentum l and definite pari ty.  They a re  c l a s -  
sified according to the cha rac t e r  of the photon, t r a n s v e r s e  or  sca la r ,  and 
the total angular  momentum J = l + ~ of the final state. The t r a n s v e r s e  
photon states  can also be ei ther  e lec t r ic  with par i ty  (-1) L or  magnetic with 
par i ty  (-1) L+I where L is the total orbi tal  angular  momentum of the photon. 
This  is shown in table 1 with the appropr ia te  notation for  the six t rans i t ions  
(in photoproduction only the t r a n s v e r s e  photon s ta tes  contribute). 

Table 1 
Multipole states for electro- and photoproduction. 

Multipole Notation Lowest value of l 
J L Parity = -(-1) / transition permitted 

l+½ L=J+½  = l + l  (-1) L electric 2/+1 El+ 0 
l -½  L = J -½  = l - 1  (-1) L electric 2/-1 E l _ 2 
l+½ L = J -½  = l -(-1) L magnetic 2 l Ml+ 1 
l -½  L=J+½  = l -(-i) L magnetic 21 M l_ 1 
l+½ L=J+½  = /+1  (-1) L scalar 2/+1 Sl+ 0 
l -½  L = J -½= l - 1  (-1) L scalar2/-1 S l_ 1 

The scalar multipoles are related to longitudinal multipoles [34] by Ll±  = (ko/k) S l± .  

The relat ion between the mult ipoles El±  , Ml+ , Sl+ and the ampli tudes ~ i  is 

: I Gz(x) o (61 ) 
l=O L 0 H/(X) J 

where M l is a column vec tor  with e lements  

- El  + 

El_ 

Ml+ 
~I  l = Ml  - , (6.13) 

St+ 
. S l  - 

and G l and H l a re  respec t ive ly  4 × 4 and 2 × 2 ma t r i ce s  with e lements  

* A prime superscript denotes differentiation with respect to x. The Pl are Legendre 
polynomials of the first kind. 
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and the response functions for polarised electrons and transverse-transverse 
interferences 
Im W, = &R,(l) + P,R,(t) 

R,(li) =COS Q(lFIIz + I&lz) 

D Drechsel and L Tiator 

- Re{2 cos’OF:& + sin‘ Q(F:F, - F;& - 2 cos OF;&)} 
RT(l,) = -cos Q(l&1’ + l&1’) + Re{2F:& + sin’O(F:F, + F;F,)} 
RTjtij = -sin @jir;i?+ i4i2 + Re{F:&- cos e j i p i ~ ~  

R,(t,) = sin Q(Ifi1’ - l&12 + Re{F:& - FZF, + cos O(F:F, - F l F , ) } )  
R,(n) = 0. 

- F:F, + F:&) - COS 2QF;F3}) 

Appendix C. Multipole decompositions of the response fnndons 

Using the multipole decomposition of the CGLN amplitudes of equation (8), the 
struaure functions are expressed in multipoles up to I = 1. 

R T =  IEo+12+ $12M1+ + M1-1’+ $ 13E1+ -MI+ + Ml-Iz 

+ 2 cos 8 Re{E:+(3E1+ +MI+ - M , - ) }  
+ C O S ’ Q ( ( ~ E ~ + + M ~ + - M ~ - ~ ~ - ~  12M1+ +Ml-Iz 
- PE,+ - MI+ + M1-I’ ) 

RT(n.) = 3 sin 0 Im{E;+(E,+ - MI+) - cos @(E:+(~MI+ - MI-) + M?+M1-)}  
RT(nf)  = -sin 8 Im{E:+(3E1+ + M I +  + 2Ml-) + 3 cos Q(3E:+ + M:+)Ml-}  
R,= IL0+1’+4 IL1+l’+ IL1-12-4Re(L:+L,-} 

+ 2 cos 0 Re{L:+(4L1+ + Ll-)} + 12 cos’ Q(ILl+Iz + Re(L;+L,-}) 
R,(n.) = -RL(nf)  = +2 sin 8 Im{L:+(2L1+ - Ll-) - 6 cos QL?+L1-} 
Rn = -sin Q Re{L:+ (3E1+ -MI+ +MI-) - (2L:+ - L:-)Eo+ 

+ 6 COS Q(L:+(E,+ - MI+ + Ma-) + L:-El+)} 

RTL(I,) = -sin 8 Im{L:+Eo+ + (2L;+ - L;-)(~MI+ + MI-) 

+ COS Q(L:+(3E1+ - MI+ - 2M1-) + 6L:+Eo+) 
+ 6 COS’ QL;+(3E1+ -MI+ - 2Ml-)) 

Rn(lf) = sin Q Im{L:+Eo+ - (2L;+ - L:-)(2M1+ +MI-) 

+ 3 cos Q(L:+(E,+ + MI+) + 2L:+Eo+) + 18 cos’QL~+(E,+ +MI+)} 

Rn(t,) = -Im(L:+(2MI+ +MI-) - (2L:+ - L:-)Eo+ 

+COS Q(L:+Eo+ - 2L:+(3E1+ - 5M1+ - 4M1-) 

+ L:-(3E1+ + MI+ - Mi-)) + COS’ @(L,*+(~EI+ - MI+ - 2M1-) 
+ 6L:+Eo+) + 6 cos3 QL:+(3E1+ -MI+ - 2M1-)) 

(Berends et al. NPB 4, 1 ‘67)

(Drechsel and Tiator, JphysG 18, 449 ‘92)

Eq. (A.2)

Multipole decomposition:

Gl and Hl are Legendre polynomials, 
and Ml are multipoles.~

2

A. Formalism for ultraperipheral67

polarized-proton–nucleus collisions68

The di↵erential cross section for single neutron pro-
duction in p"A UPCs is given by

d�4

UPC(p"A!⇡+n)

dWdb2d⌦n
=

d3N�⇤

dWdb2
d��⇤p"!⇡+n(W )

d⌦n
Phad(b)

(1)

whereN�⇤ is the number of the emitted photons, W is the69

�⇤p" center-of-mass energy, d⌦n = sin ✓n d✓n d�n with70

the neutron scattering polar angle ✓n and azimuthal an-71

gle �n in the �⇤p" center-of-mass frame, ��⇤p"!⇡+n(W )72

is the total cross section for a single photon interac-73

tion with a proton leading to single neutron production,74

and Phad(b) is the probability of having no hadronic in-75

teractions in p"A collisions at given b. We calculate76

d3N�⇤/dWdb2 and d��⇤p"!⇡+n(W )/d⌦n in Sec. II B and77

Sec. II C, respectively.78

A finite probability for having no hadronic interactions79

Phad(b) is introduced in order to account for a smooth cut80

o↵ around the impact parameter b = Rp + RA [9]. Rp81

and RA (RAl ⇠ 5 fm and RAu ⇠ 7 fm) are the radius of82

the proton and nucleus, respectively. The range of the83

impact parameter considered in the simulation extends84

from bmin = 4 fm to bmax = 105 fm. bmin is well below85

the sum of the e↵ective radii of colliding particles, and86

Phad(b) rapidly approaches zero below these nuclear radii.87

For comparisons with the simulation results of88

hadronic interactions in Sec. IV and the experimental re-89

sults from PHENIX in Sec. V, we will numerically trans-90

form the di↵erential cross section in Eq. (1) based on the91

�⇤p" center-of-mass frame to that in the detector refer-92

ence frame. The both frames are defined in Fig. 1.93

B. Simulation of the virtual photon flux94

Discussion in this subsection is based on the proton rest95

frame for the sake of simplicity unless otherwise noted.96

The virtual photons flux emitted by the relativistic nu-97

cleus is simulated using starlight which follows the98

Weizsäcker-Williams approximation [12, 13]. The double99

di↵erential photon flux due to the fast moving nucleus100

with velocity � is written as101

d3N�⇤

d!rest
�⇤ db2

=
Z2↵

⇡2

x2

!rest
�⇤ b2

✓
K2

1
(x) +

1

�2
K2

0
(x)

◆
, (2)

where !rest
�⇤ is the photon energy, Z is the electric charge102

(Z = 13 and 79 for Al and Au, respectively), ↵ is the fine103

structure constant, x = !rest
�⇤ b/� (� =

p
1� �2

�1/2
is the104

Lorentz factor), and K0 and K1 are the modified Bessel105

functions. In the case of a relativistic nucleus (� � 1), we106

safely disregard the contribution of the term K2

0
(x)/�2

107

in Eq. (2).108

In order to substitute Eq. (2) for Eq. (1), the photon109

energy !rest
�⇤ in the proton rest frame is properly trans-110

formed to the �⇤p" center-of-mass energy W .111

C. Simulation of the photon–polarized-proton112

interaction113

In this subsection, �⇤p" center-of-mass frame is refer-114

enced to. The kinematics of �⇤p" interaction is shown in115

the right panel of Fig. 1 and is defined as116

�⇤ (k) + p" (p) ! ⇡+ (q) + n (n), (3)

where the variables in brackets indicate the four-
momenta of each particle. We use the following notations
for these four-momenta,

kµ = (!�⇤ , k), pµ = (!p,�k), (4)

qµ = (!⇡, q), nµ = (!n,�q),

where the �⇤p" center-of-mass energy is given by W =117

!�⇤ + !p" .118

In the right panel of Fig. 1, we introduce the polar an-119

gle ✓⇡ and azimuthal angle �⇡ of q, with reference to a120

coordinate system with 3 axis along k and 1 and 2 axes121

such that k lies in the 13 plane. The proton is trans-122

versely polarized along 2 axis. The frame {1, 2, 3} pro-123

vides the scattering plane. The frame {x, y, z} is defined124

such that z axis is directed into the direction of k, y axis125

is perpendicular to the x–z reaction plane, and x axis is126

given by x = y ⇥ z.127

Single neutron and pion productions from the �⇤p" in-128

teraction are simulated following the di↵erential cross129

sections predicted by the maid2007 model. The cross130

section of the �⇤p" ! ⇡+n interaction is formed as [14]131

d��⇤p"!⇡+n

d⌦⇡
=

|q|
!�⇤

(R00

T + PyR
0y
T )

=
|q|
!�⇤

R00

T (1 + P2 cos�⇡T (✓⇡)),

(5)

where R00

T and R0y
T are the response functions for pion132

photoproduction, and Py and P2 are the proton polar-133

ization along y and 2 axes, respectively. In the third134

equation, R0y
T /R00

T and Py respectively are replaced with135

target asymmetry T (✓⇡) and P2 cos�⇡. We assume136

P2 = 1 and P1 = 0 in this study. Note that we137

can numerically obtain d��⇤p"!⇡+n/d⌦n in Eq. (1) from138

d��⇤p"!⇡+n/d⌦⇡ in Eq. (5) with the relation ✓n = ⇡�✓⇡139

and �n = ⇡ � �⇡.140

The photon virtuality is limited byQ2 < (1/RA)2, thus141

Q2 < 2⇥ 10�3 GeV2 in p"Al collisions (RAl ⇠ 5 fm) and142

Q2 < 6⇥ 10�4 GeV2 in p"Au collisions (RAu ⇠ 7 fm). In143

the following simulations, we fix Q2 = 0GeV2 as default144

and take into account e↵ects of nonzero Q2 as a model145

uncertainty. The virtual photons are assumed to be fully146

unpolarized in this study.147

R00
T ⌘ RT and R0y

T ⌘ RT(ni)

pion and neutron production in UPCs

Several models provide their predicted multipoles. I use 
MAID 2007 available at https://maid.kph.uni-mainz.de.
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Only 1π channel is simulated in this study. 
It is hard to simulate neutron momenta in 2π channels (future study?)

Inclusive cross sections of γ+p 
interactions
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